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"For there is nothing lost, but may be found, if sought."
Edmund Spenser, 1596

Dankwoord

Liedy, marna, jij bent de persoon die me jaren geleden meenam naar het huis
van Freud in Wenen, die me Primo Levi liet lezen, die me betoverde met Sartre
en zijn existentialisme en die me raakte met de filosofie van Levinas. Jij bent
degene met wie ik Herman, Toos, Diny en Doortje mocht verzorgen waardoor

hettoen nogvoormijonbekende begrip'mantelzorg'eengezichtkreegvol kleur
en emotie. Jij bent het die me door dit alles een leitmotiv hebt gegeven om het
leven niet alleen vol te houden maar het ook mooi te vinden. Dit leitmotiv 'de
ontmoeting' is het hart geworden van het promotieonderzoek.
De ontmoetingen met mantelzorgers -jong en oud- en degenen voor wie zij
zorgen hebben ditonderzoekgemaakttotwathetis. Ik ben de 240 mantelzorgers
die hebben meegewerkt aan dit onderzoek veel dank verschuldigd. Vooral aan
Lucy, Pieter, Toos, Jeanne, Ria, Annie en Liny. Dankjewel voor jullie openheid en
vertelkunst in de ontmoetingen op de woensdagochtenden.

In de 'arena van de zorg' kun je ook verdwalen door alle ontmoetingen met
nieuwemensenendoordeuitdagingendieopjepad komen.Gelukkigwarenjullie
er dan: de promotoren: Henk, Inge en Agnes, om mete waarschuwen en om de
teugels strak te trekken. Inge, vooral aan het begin van het promotieonderzoek
hadden we veel contact en heeft je optimistische kijk me goed geholpen. Je
had vertrouwen in het onderzoek en ik heb veel geleerd van je schematische
manier van werken. Veel dank. Agnes, jij zat de afgelopen jaren op mijn huid
met kritische vragen en verbeteringen. De zinnetjes 'schrijf dat maar opnieuw'
of'lees hier nog extra literatuur over', staan nog vers in mijn geheugen. Ik heb
geleerd dat onderzoek doen een kunst is. Jij was mijn leermeester. Dankjewel.
Henk, hoe doe je dat? Zoveel onderzoekers en altijd ruimte voor een gesprek.
Opde vraag'Henk, heb je vijf minuutjes?' gafje zonder uitzonderingantwoord.
In die vijf steeds langer durende minuutjes zette je me aan het werk en was

er ook nog ruimte voor iets persoonlijks. Dank voor je vertrouwen. John, jou
wil ik ook hartelijk bedanken. De afgelopen drie jaar was je nauw betrokken
bij het onderzoek. Vele malen heb ik je kennis en kunde van methodologische
vraagstukken bewonderd.

Ook dank aan al mijn collega's bij Tranzo, vooral aan mijn kamergenoten
Richard, Cindy, Henk, Caroline en Mozhgan. De gesprekken met jullie waren
vaak levendig en persoonlijk van aard. In de tijd dat Tranzo nog niet zo 'groot'
was waren er vier onderzoekers die met elkaar midden in de zomer op een
bankje zaten. Madeleine, Tim en Cindy, de momenten de we deelden waren
niet alleen gezellig, maar ook geestverruimend. Anita, vanaf de eerste dag bij

Tranzo kon ik bij je terecht met praktische vragen. Jij had overal een oplossing
voor. Dankjewel voor je motto: het komt allemaal goed!
Tijdens het onderzoek ben ik bijgestaan door de Wetenschapswinkel en de
maatschappelijke begeleidingscommissie. Tim, ik ben je dankbaar voor je steun

en betrokkenheid. Bij jou kon ik mezelf zijn. Je uitspraak 'houd de regie in eigen
handen' ben ik nimmer vergeten. Marise, Elles, Peter en Klaartje, dankjewel

voor jullie kritische opmerkingen en bevlogenheid. Een brug tussen theorie en
praktijk wordt mogelijk door mensen zoals jullie.

Klaartje, door jou kreeg dit onderzoek betekenis voor de praktijk. Je hebt
letterlijk voor mij de deur opengedaan naar de arena van de zorg. Onze eerste
ontmoeting op het congres over mantelzorg in 2002 leidde tot een zes uur
durend gesprek bij Anvers. We namen die avond afscheid met het idee om
nooit meer afscheid te nemen. Als 'soulmate in de zorg' ben je vanzelfsprekend
mijn paranimf. Wat ben ikdankbaardat ik jou hebontmoet! En dan mijn andere
collega's van Stichting Mantelzorg Midden-Brabant: Bibian, Ellen, Gerrie,
Henri6tte, Freke, Kitty en Pim. Het onderzoek was niet geslaagd zonder jullie
toewijding, enthousiasme en vooral jullie nieuwsgierigheid. Jullie hebben het
project voor jonge mantelzorgers met hart en ziel inhoud gegeven. Door jullie
zijn de onderzoeksresultaten met de praktijk vervlochten. Dank voor alle vaak
persoonlijke zorg!
Naast het onderzoek is er het gewone leven. Een leven waarin ik een aantal
mensen wil bedanken. Al jaren geleden wist jij, Marc, dat ik bezig was met dit

proefschrift. Wat heb je me vaak gesteund door met me te dansen, te zingen

DANKWOORD

en te lachen; door er te zijn. We dansten samen in jouw '7' op de muziek van
Maurits, en jij 'Maurice Delgado', weet als geen ander hoe ik daarvan heb
genoten. Ik ben jullie beiden heel dankbaar. Tom, met jou deel ik de muziek van
Miles Davis en de passie voor Roda JC en Tolstoj. Het is niettoevallig dat jij naast
me zat toen het eerste artikel van mijn hand verscheen. Je hulp bij het invoeren
van de data was onmisbaar, net als jij dat bent! Marianne, dankjewel voor
je onvoorwaardelijke vriendschap, al 28 jaar! Het was de geboorte van jouw
dochter, Journey, die me vier jaar geleden kracht gaf om door te gaan. Kitty,
ik heb je steeds beter leren kennen. De avonden in Diessen waar we naar de
levensverhalen van mantelzorgers luisterden, hebben ons nog dichter bij elkaar
gebracht. Dankjewel. Emilie, 'de kunst van het ontmoeten' is zeker een titel die
jou zal aanspreken. Fijn dat jij er benten Herman laat voortleven op die mooiste

plek in het dorp. Daniille, Linxia, Max en Vincent, jullie wil ik bedanken voor de
voortdurende belangstelling en defijne momenten in de Esplanade. Koen, mijn
loopmaatje, dankjewel voor de vele kilometers die we samen hebben gerend.
Het lopen en onze levens gaan hand in hand, net zoals wij ooit over de finish
zijn gegaan!

Frans, meer dan io jaar geleden waren jouw woorden 'we verliezen elkaar niet
uit het oog'. We hebben elkaar nooit uit het oog verloren! Dankjewel voor al
je wijze lessen en je integriteit! Zarin and Ravi, my Indian 'parents'. The most
intense moments of my life were those in Bombay. You have taught me a
golden rule: 'many families are in need but it's better to give what you have

to one family than to no family at all'. When I hear your voices my heart starts
beating faster. Thank you for having faith in me and my work!
Victor, 'de kunst van het ontmoeten' heb jij in kleurrijke beelden uitgedrukt.
Door jouw schilderijen vertellen mantelzorgers hun verhaal. En de laatste
maanden heb je met hart en ziel gewerkt aan 'de arena van de zorg'; een doek
van drie meter lang waaropjede voornaamsteonderwerpen uit het proefschrift
in beelden hebt uitgedrukt. Hoe kan ik je bedanken voor zo'n mooie kaft? Toen
we in Kameroen waren werd duidelijk dat ons leven op een schaakspel lijkt.
Jij: zwart en ik: wit, en om de beurt doen we een zet. Soms geeft jouw zet mij

ruimte en een duwtje in de rug; soms maak je het me lastig en moet ik goed
nadenken over een vervolgzet. En als het spel voorbij is, beginnen we weer
opnieuw. Daar dank ik je voor. Je inspireert me en laat me lachen: thuis, op de

markt, in musea of op je schouder.

DANKWOORD

Jan, mijn paranimf en zoveel meer. Toen Herman

stierf heb je je over me
ontfermd. Het idee om te promoveren op familiezorg heb je geboren zien

worden aan het bed van Herman. Sindsdien heb je mij (en dat idee) niet meer
losgelaten. Vanaf de eerste onderzoeksdag tot aan vandaag was je er voor
me. Onze gesprekken hebben ook nog geleid tot onze jaarlijkse filmsalon 'de

ontmoeting' en de oprichting van Peace of Art. Jan, dankjewel dat je er bent.
Patrick en Eileen, het proefschrift gaat over 'familiezorg en zorgverantwoordelijkheid'. Jullie begrijpen als geen ander de keuze van dit onderwerp. Wat is

het toch heerlijk om een broer en zus te hebben die je altijd kritisch bevragen,
die het zelden met je eens zijn en toch onvoorwaardelijk van je houden. Patrick,
jij bent een genie in je hoofd. Eileen, jij bent een muziekvirtuoos. Dankjewel
voor alle inspiratie. Dankjewel voor alle 'familie-zorg'.

Je bent er niet, toch ben je er. Herman, papa, mijn trouwste supporter in het
leven. Jij reed op je fiets en ik rende er naast en ondertussen mocht ik uitrazen
en alles tegen je zeggen. Enkele uren daarna -als ik rustig was- gaf je me een
boek, een gedicht, een opmerking of een kus op mijn voorhoofd. Via Henry

James, L60 Ferr6 en Gandhi vertelde je me over de kracht van de waarheid. Je
liet me voorde eerste keer los op het moment dat ik naar India ging. Jetwijfelde

nooit aan mij. Je liet me voor de tweede keer los met een van je laatste zinnen:

"Deird, je hebt je eigen ogen !".

DANKWOORD
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General introduction

|NTRODUCTION

The heartoffamilycare iswherecareisbeinggiven: inthefamily. Familymembers

have questions, problems and wishes with respect to care. Increasingly, family
members are made responsible for caregiving. 'Family members are now asked

health-management role at home with little or no preparation or
training. Many must perform medical tasks that traditionally were carried out
by healthcare providers, such as bandaging and caring for wounds, operating
pumps and machines at the bedside or administrating multiple medications'
to assume

a

(Feinberg, 2006, p.3).
The increased care responsibility is a consequence of the changing society.
Welfare states are changing into management states (Clarke & Newman, 1997)
in which values like solidarity and social security make place for efficiency and

effectiveness. Civil responsibility is highly important in the management state
(Van der Lyke, 2000) and this civic responsibility is extending alsoto caregiving.
'Changes of attitudes to care in the community, as well as the trend in the
1990's towards reducing health care expenditure, have led to the full-time care
of chronically ill individuals increasingly becoming the responsibility of family
and friends.' (McNally, Ben-Shlomo & Newman, 1999, p.1, see also Emanual,

1999). All of this has important consequences for practice, where patients
and family caregivers meet. Often, family caregivers who are providing longterm and intensive care are doing fine, they experience joy. But many family
caregivers are overburdened, both mental, social, financial and physical (Syron
& Shelley, 2001). The pressure on them is huge, among otherthings because of

the increased civil responsibility (Deeken, Taylor, Mangan, Yabroff & Ingham,
2003)·
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FAMILY CAREGIVERS IN THE DUTCH HEArrH CARE SYSTEM

this study, we ask Dutch family caregivers about their motives for providing
care, about what stress and joy they experience when providing care, and
about their views on the division of care responsibility between citizens and
the government. We relate this to different background characteristics of
family caregivers, like duration of caregiving, type of caregiver, age, income,
and employment situation. Central themes are care responsibility and family
In

caregiving.
Dutch family caregivers form an interesting group for study because since
about a decade in the Netherlands there has been a shift in the health care
system. A short history of this shift is given below. Since some time now,
governmental health care policy is directed at supporting family caregivers.

But this is a new phenomenon. The relationship between the government and

family caregivers in the last fifty years can be outlined in terms of two periods,
namely, the period of the welfare state (from about 1960 to 1980) and the
period of the caring society (from about 1980 onwards).
THE WELFARE STATE: 1960 - 1980

During the construction of the Dutch welfare state, the government paid
little attention to family caregiving (Knipscheer, 1996). Professionalisation

and expertise were key words. From about 1975 onwards, problems arose with
respect to the connection between welfare provisions and the controlling of
costs.'Deoverheid begon zichterealiserendatdevergrijzingvandesamenleving
verregaande consequenties voor de kosten van de voorzieningensector zou
hebben. De noodzaak om een restrictief volumebeleid te voeren werd algemeen
gevoeld en nog versterkt door de malaise in de economie' (Knipscheer, 1996,

p. 41): More and more, the government aimed at developing a statutory
framework for caregiving and, since 1980, fundamental shifts can be seen in
governmental policy in this respect.
THE CARING SOCIETY: SINCE 1980

the eighties, the government tried to stimulate family caregiving in order
to reduce primary care (Ministerie van Welzijn, Volksgezondheid en Cultuur,
In

'

The government recognized that the ageing of society had serious consequences

forthe costs of welfare provisions. There was a general feeling of need for a restrictive volume policy, which was deepened by economic recession.
20
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arguments were given (Van der Lyke, 2000). First, reduction
of costs. The second argument is an ideological one. Patients were supposed
to prefer family caregiving because this enables them to stay in their familiar

1983,9

81). Three

environment and to maintain some degree of autonomy and independence. A
study by Wielink, De Klerk & Huisman (1995) showsthatthe preference of elder
people for family caregiving has decreased considerably, from 59% in 1974 to
35% in 1991 (see also Vollenga, Duijnstee, Tielen & Keesom, 2001). Bijsterveld
(2000) maintains that especially educated people and people who receive

home care prefer professional care. Professional care is usually also preferred
when the caregiving is long-lasting and concerns personal care (ibid.).
The third argument of the government was, that family caregiving improves

the quality of caregiving. Reference was made to studies that showed patients
to recover better when they were cared for at home than when they stayed in
the hospital. Also, the government argued that a patient who is cared for by
loved-ones, at home, is better able to stay in contact with everyday life.
Thus, one aimed both at reduction of costs and atenhancementofquality of
care. Of course, both goals not necessarily go together well in actual practice.
The presentgovernmental policystill isdirected atstimulating familycaregiving

but the government also supports family caregivers. Family caregivers express
the solidarity the government calls for and contribute to the independence
of patients. They are indispensable in the current health care system. 'Er kan
gesteld worden dat wanneer er in de nabije of verre toekomst geen mensen
meer zouden zijn die bereid en in staat zijn mantelzorg te verlenen, dit niet zou
zijn op te vangen door het professionele zorgaanbod.' (Tweede Kamer, 20002001,27401, nr. 65, P.1).2 Therefore, it isgenerallyacknowledged that familycare
support is necessary in orderto enable family caregivers to keep on caring.
SOCIAL SUPPORT ACT (WET MAATSCHAPPELIJKE ONDERSTEUNING)

Meanwhile, this policy has been established in the Social Support Act (Wet
Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning), which was brought into force on 1 January
2007· In it, for the first time family care is defined as an 'achievement field'.
Municipalities are obliged to formulate policy on achievement fields and their
performance on such fields is being controlled. For family care, this implicates
:

It is clear that the professional caregiving supply could not meet a potential loss of
all family caregivers, for instance, when in the near of the far future no one would
be willing or able anymoreto provide familycare.
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that municipalities should contribute to supporting family caregivers in
order for them to be able to keep fulfilling their care tasks. Most important
aims are

preventing overburdening, providing adequate support, and
promoting emancipation and participation of family caregivers (Ministerie van
Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport, 2007)· Municipalities can reach these goals
by subsidizing buddy projects, support centers for family caregivers, and other
institutions that give practical and emotional support, advice, mediation and

guidance to family caregivers. About 180 such institutions are being subsidized.
Since 1 January 2007, local municipalities are responsible for organising and

financing activities with respect to family caregiving support (Ministerie van
Volksgezondheid Welzijn en Sport, 2006).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This thesis centers around care responsibility

of family caregivers. From two

perspectives thistheme is being approached, that is, from a macro-perspective.
(i.e., governmental responsibility) and from a micro-perspective (i.e., individual

responsibility). The thesis consists of two parts. Part I contains a theoretical
approach of care responsibility in relation to family caregivers. Part contains
11

two empirical studies into care responsibility of family caregivers.
Pa rt 1

Chapter

1:

Family care:

a

conceptual clarification. Challenges for future health

policy and practice
- How can 'family care' bedefined?

- How can family care be related to informal care and professional care?
Chapter 2: Communalization of health care: how to do it properly? Criteria for a
just communalization of health care applied to the Dutch case

-

What constitutes the health care responsibility of liberal states?
Why do we care, and why should we care for each other?

Part 2

Chapter 3: Ranked motives of long-term care providing family caregivers
- Why do long-term family caregivers provide care?

- How much stress and joy do long-term family caregivers experience when
providing care, in relation to their motivation for caregiving?
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Chapter 4: Partnership in health care: views of familycaregivers on sharing care

responsibility with the government, clients and health insurers
- What arethe views of familycaregivers on how care responsibility should be
divided amongthe government, citizens and health insurers?
- Isthere a relationship between the views of family caregivers on partnership
in health care and their perceived stress and joy?
OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

In chapter 1, the concept of 'family caregiving' is being studied. Different
definitions as they can be found in the literature are compared with each other
and a new definition of family care is given, based on a set of characteristics
that are typical for family care. The effects of this new definition for family care
policy are sketched. Also, family care is set against "formal care" and "informal
care", the latter being divided in volunteer work and self-help.
Chapter 2 puts forward the question as to what care responsibilities should
be in charge of liberal states and what responsibilities should be in charge of
citizens. Since health care typically centers around the private domain, the
question about the responsibilities of the government cannot be answered
without atthe sametimeaskingaboutthe responsibilities of individuals. Inthis
chapter, some important philosophical views are being discussed with respect
tothequestion whyindividualsdocare foreach otherand whytheyshould care
for each other, namely, the views of the philosophical anthropologists Buber,
Levinas, and Ricoeur and the view of the family therapist Boszormenyi-Nagy.
Next to this, we give a description of Rawls' distinction between primary goods
and secondary goods and we discussthe place of health care in that distinction.
Based onthis, wederive fourcriteria fora justhealth care policy. Theapplication
of these criteria to different forms of health care policy results in a proposal
for a policy in which the government stimulates clients to arrange their own
care. However, when clients do not want, or are not able to arrange their own
health care, the government should provide care. The fine-tuning between
government, clients, and family caregivers is being discussed, next to freedom
of choice of family caregivers in relation totheir perceived burden of care.
Chapter 3 focusses on individual care responsibility of family caregivers. We
try tofind out why long-term family caregivers provide care totheir loved-ones.
We asked family caregivers to rank 12 motives for caregiving. These motives
are derived from the views of the philosophical anthropologists and the family
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therapist mentioned above. We also look at the relation between ranked
motives and perceived stress and joy, and between ranked motives and several
background characteristics of our respondents.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the views of family caregivers on the division of care
responsibility between citizens and the government. Do family caregivers want
the government as a partner in care, or rather not? And what about cooperation
with health insurers and professionals? We asked the respondents from chapter
3 to respond to 12 statements about the division of care responsibility and give
their opinion on a four-point rating scale. And here we look also at the relation
with perceived stress and joy, and with several background characteristics of
our respondents.
Finally, inthe conclusion of thisthesis wediscuss implications for health care
practice and health care policy. The relationship between the family caregiver
and the care recipient is being discussed, followed by the relationship between
family caregivers, care recipients, and professionals and, finally, the relationship

between family caregivers, care recipients, professionals, the market, and the
government. Wesuggest fourinstrumentsthatcan be used inthefieldoffamily
care based on the results of our study. These instruments can be found in the
appendices of the theses. Apart from that limitations of the study are being
discussed as well as suggestions for further study.
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CHAPTER 1

Family care: a conceptual clarification.
Challenges for future health policy
and practice
2004, Eurohealth, 10(3-4), 44-47·
ABSTRACT

definition of family care, based on analysis of several
conceptions of family care described in Dutch literature. This definition is meant
to form the basis for positioning family care relative to other types of care, as
well as theorising and outlining policy. Finally, we deal with the consequences
for Dutch policy and practice resulting from the proposed definition.
This article proposes
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|NTRODUCTION

Thehealthcareproblemsofindividualsareoftensolvedwithouttheintervention

of professionals through family caregiving. Population ageing,

a

shortage of
professionals and cost-control in the healthcare sector (Rostgaard & Fridberg,
1998) increase the importance of family caregiving in most west-European
countries, where comparative research has shown that national governments
no longer take full responsibility for care services (Walker & Maltby, 1997)· The
involvement of family caregivers, however, is not without problems. Family
caregivers can experience problems while providing care and while realising
their need to fully participate in society (Bakker, 2001; Tweede Kamer, 2000).
One cause of those problems involves the different conceptions of 'family care'
that are in use, which has meant that the position of family care compared
with other types of care is not clear. Moreover, the plurality of definitions of
family care is not beneficial for fine-tuning between policy and practice.
This article proposes a definition of family care, based on analysis of several
conceptions offamilycare described in Dutch literature. This definition is meant
to form the basis for positioning family care relative to other types of care, as
well as theorising and outlining policy. Finally, we deal with the consequences
for Dutch policy and practice resulting from the proposed definition.
FAMILY CARE AND ITS DEFINITIONS

Since the introduction of the word 'family care' in the Netherlands, it has been
defined in different ways, for example as "complementary, non-vocational care

totheelderly, patients,andothersinneedofcare" (Van Dale Groot Woordenboek
der Nederlandse Taal, 1999, p.1978). This definition differs from another that
describes family care as a form of homecare (Van der Doef, 1991, p.798). "With
family

care help

is

given to those in need of care by one or

his social environment. This seems to point to

more members of

hierarchy in caregiving. When
it becomes impossible to take care of oneself, care could be given by members
of the family, neighbours and friends (in thisorder)". This emphasisesthesocial
relationship between patient and family caregiver. In the previous quote, this
a

social link isn't mentioned, implyingthat family care could also be provided,
example, by a volunteer who has no social relationship with the patient.

for

The National Council for Public Health (NRV) (1991, p.3) stresses the social
link between the family caregiver and the patient in its description of family
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care, adding that care is not given professionally and thus often becomes
invisible. "It is the care which is not given from a professional point of view to
a patient by one or more members of his direct social environment, this care
directly springing from the social relation" (ibid.). This definition is also used
by others including within the Institute for Advice Research and Development,
the Institute for Care and Wellbeing (NIZW) and the Department of Public
Healthcare, Wellbeing and Sport. The latter adds that family care is about
unstructured, longterm care (from three months onwards) going beyond the
day-to-day duties of a family caregiver. Several definitions emphasise that
family care is unpaid, and not provided within a professional framework.
However, since the implementation of individual budgets for patients, family
caregivers may receive some compensation for their 'unprofessional' help, as
help may otherwise be obtained at a healthcare institute or, individually, from
a

professional caregiver.

An expansive view isthat familycare improves both the quality of caregiving
and reduces costs (Hattinga Verschure, 1981, p.51). In this view family care

is defined as "care provision which is shared by the members of the social
environment on a basis of voluntary reciprocity. Essential forthistype of care is
personal involvement, dedication and concern of all those involved. Thistype of
care is always of an emotional nature" (ibid.). The core of this description is the
social environment of which 'social relationship' described earlier is one part.
What distinguishesthis definition from others is the emphasis onthe emotional
nature of carecoloured bythe useof termssuch asdedication, involvementand
concern. Another distinction is reciprocity, what the caregiver receives from the
patient.

While the NRV definition

generally accepted, several definitions are
currently in use. One characteristic in particular that features in most is the
social relationship between familycaregiverand patient. Authors writingabout
is

'family care' seem to view this as a necessary condition for using the phrase
'family care' appropriately. Other characteristics of family care that can be
deduced from the definitions given above are the following: provided outside
the framework of professional social care; given over a long time period; not
provided in an organised setting; over and above normal care in both duration
and intensity; given on the basis of the patient's willingness to reciprocate;
emotional; unpaid; complementary; invisible and delivered in a home setting.
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ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTICS

In order to arrive at a more adequate definition of family care, an analysis of
these characteristics is necessary. Four features no longer seem appropriate.
Family care as a form of unpaid care has become obsolete ever since the
introduction of the individual care budgets in the Netherlands, which allow

non-professional caregivers to be paid. Secondly, it is imprudent to indicate
that a feature of care is its complementary nature, as this is a major point of
discussion: should family care complement professional care, or should it be
the other way around? (Beneken genaamd Kolmer & Bongers, 2002).

Athird feature best leftout istheso-called 'invisibility' offamilycare. Indeed,
care given by people who have social relationships with patients has

become

increasingly visible in recent years in the Netherlands because of the help that
the government, support centres, and home help agencies now provide for
these people. Thefinal feature to abandon isthe notion that family care is only

provided in the home. One recent study indicates that in both the family home
and in nursing homes care is provided by individuals havinga social relationship
with the patient (Swinkels, 2001).

Someoftheother features ofdefinitionsoffamilycare could beseenasbeing
clustered: the patient's willingness to reciprocate and the emotional nature of
the care both involve the social link between caregiver and patient. Two other
characteristics of care not provided within the framework of professional social
care and family care, and delivery of care in a non-organised setting, are also
connected with the fact that family care springs from the social link between

caregiver and patient. Therefore, it seems sufficient to put emphasis on this
social relationship in a future definition of family care, while
to note that family care is provided for long periods of time.

it is also relevant

One of the reasons policy with respect to family care is needed is the long
durationoffamilycare,whichcontributestoproblems faced byfamilycaregivers.
The last feature to include in a future definition of family care concerns the fact
that family care transcends 'the way things are normally run' with regard to
both duration and intensity. Family care is in that respect a form of intense
care that often leads to problems. Based on the above analysis the following

definition of family care can be proposed: intense and /ong-term care given by
laymen from the patient's direct social environment, springing from the social
link between the patient and thefamily care-giver, not comingfrom an organised
setting and not provided within the framework Of professional social care.
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THE POSITIONING OF FAMILY CARE WITH REGARD TO OTHER TYPES OF CARE

orderto determinethe position of familycare defined above relative toother
types of care, a distinction should be made between professional care on one
hand and informal care on the other. Professional care is seen as organised
care provided by paid professionals. Assistance can be offered in residential
In

settings or on an outpatient care basis. In general, professional care is granted
following a needs assessment and reimbursed through social insurance. The
reciprocity between the professional and the patient lies in thefinancial reward
paid to the professional for services rendered. Such care can be both of short-

term and long-term duration. A person with learning disabilities who is cared
for during a five-day stay in a residential home every week will receive longterm professional care whereas for a client in need of advice from a general
practitioner a seven minute consultation might suffice.
Characteristically, professional care is organised and paid-for care, involving
trained social workers. Family care, by contrast, is not organised nor provided

within the framework of professional social care. Moreover, family care is
provided on a long-term basis and can complement professional care in daily
practice. It is more difficult to define informal care (or informal help), but
essentially this may be done in three ways. Firstly to view informal care as
family care only as help that is instrumental in the patient's daily functioning
and which is offered voluntarily and free to people from the social network
of the caregiver who have serious physical and/or psychological problems
(Tweede Kamer, 2000). Care provided by volunteers lies outside this definition
because volunteer work isn't necessarily given to individuals from their own
social environment. The social link between patient and caregiver is important
in distinguishing informal care (in this case, family care) from volunteer work.
Govaart and Morje's (2000, p.93) definition of informal care, by contrast,
includes both family care and volunteer work. Informal care consists of a
continuum with intensive forms of family care to which the social link is vital on
the one hand and traditional volunteer work where people provide care based
on their commitment to an organisation on the other. "Help to neighbours
and friends can also be placed on this same continuum: although this help is
offered from an existing relationship it doesn't have either the intensity or
effort characteristic of family care"(ibid.). On the continuum a wide variety of
forms can be placed, with some of them containing more features of family
care whileothersare more similarto volunteer work. Again, the social linkturns
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out to be the defining feature to distinguish family care from volunteer work,
although both do fall, within this definition, in the category of'informal care'.
The third description of informal care is more elaborate. Provincial policy
on informal care in the Netherlands defines this as "care offered by laymen to
(elderly) patients with (chronic) diseases and disabilities who cannot function
completely on their own without this care. This help includes household tasks
.
and activities of daily living and is offered on a short-term or long-term basis
(Provinciaal Beleid,2001, p.1).In Dutch policyoninformalcare,thisthirddefinition
is used to describe collectively all forms of care not provided professionally:
family care, volunteer work and contact with patient groups. Family care
is here defined similarly as in the definition of the NRV (i99i) and volunteer
work is described as "a voluntary offer of help in an organised context, by
individuals without any form of payment" (Provinciaal Beleid, 2001, p.1). Finally,
contact with other individuals and patients with the same condition is seen
as "group-orientated, organised as a series of one-to-one exchanges aimed at
solving shared problems. Those involved give help in both ways, without any
professional guidance through a mutual exchange of lived experiences" (ibid.).
Family care, volunteer workand mutual patientsupport sharetheir informality,
but they can also be distinguished from one another.
The principal differences between family care and volunteer work are

that family

to volunteer work, takes place between people
who already have a social link with each other before the need of care arose.
Volunteer work is provided within an organised setting, the work does not have
to be intense or long term, and is provided freely without obligation in orderto
help others on social grounds. When comparing family care and mutual patient
contacts, the following points stand out: that mutual patient contacts take
place in an organised setting, consisting mainlyof efforts to betterthesituation
through discussion of common experiences, and participation in such contact
groups is a matter of choice, which may not be the case for family care.
The three forms of care discussed each have their own niche in the field
of informal care and are complementary. For example volunteers can help to
care, in contrast

alleviate family caregivers' burden by offering social support and practical help.
Volunteers can take over certain activities of family caregivers when asked,
they can prevent or decrease professional care as well as provide information
"

on professional or other activities in the field of care and welfare" (Tweede
Kamer, 2000, p.11). The features of the proposed definition of family care are
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of help in distinguishing family care from other types of informal care such as
volunteer work and mutual patient contact groups.
REFLECTIONS

The fine-tuning of policy and practice regarding family care, which is needed
if public health care is to function efficiently, is hampered by great diversity
in current definitions of family care. A clear-cut definition of family care will
contribute to a fine-tuning of policy and practice.
By comparing different definitions of family care and by analysing the
features resulting from such a comparison, a moreadequatedefinition offamily
care has been proposed. Although this definition, 'intense and long-term care
given by laymen from the patient's direct social environment, springing from
the social link between the patient and the family caregiver, not coming from
an organized setting and not provided within the framework of professional
social care', recognises all relevant features of family care, some aspects remain
opaque.

Characteristics that could be interpreted in different ways, should be
inspected in closer detail, including two features in particular: the long-term
character and the intensity of family care. What ultimately is meant by taking
care of someone close on a long-term and intensive basis? The Dutch National

Organisation of family caregivers and the Organisation of Voluntary Home
Care and the Assessment Boards have determined the dividing-line between
occasional care and long-term family care at three months (Tweede Kamer,
2000),on the assumption that family caregivers usually experience social,
physical and emotional problems only after a three-month period. Whether
or not the family caregiver actually has these problems does not determine

if someone is a long-term family caregiver, so the critical argument runs. For
example, someone whotakes care of a relative in need everyday fora longtime
and who has no problems is a long-term family caregiver. Yet whether or not
problems are encountered does say something aboutthe burden of caregiving.
This always has both an objective and a subjective element. A valid argument
forchoosingathree-month period isthe incipientstructural character of family
care.

Besides being long-term, family care also should be intense, so that the

family caregiver offers help going beyond day-to-day activities. Situations are
often characterised by a collision between duties to society and the personal
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preferences ofthe familycaregiver. Intense familycare, forexample, is provided
to family members who are chronically ill or who have physical or mental

disabilities. Consequently, cleaning up the house occasionally for an unwell
sister is not intense family care. Intense family care seems to begin with the

patient's need for professional care, with this need being filled by someone
with whom the patient has a social link. In this definition, family care is more
or less a need for professional care, but where this is received instead from a
family caregiver. If the government would agree with this definition, it would

be legitimate to suggest that family caregivers are entitled to the status of
employees, as they perform tasks normally undertaken by professionals. Thus,
the use of the proposed definition certainly has consequences for health care
policy, amongotherthings.
Using the proposed definition in practice decreases the number of family
caregivers entitled to family care support. It is vital to note though that people

who look after a relative in need but do not fall intothe proposed category, still
retain their social importance. Occasionally taking care of a relative in need is
a form of solidarity which society requires. Mutual care should be appreciated.
Looking afteran ill relative occasionally, however, differs from intense and longterm caregiving. There is more risk of experiencing social exclusion, of feeling
exhausted and of caregiving becoming disjointed (Beneken genaamd Kolmer &
Bongers, 2002).
A third consequence

of using the proposed definition has to do with
positioning family care in relation to other types of care. By regarding family
care, in addition to volunteer work and mutual patient support groups, as being
a part of informal care, family care's position in relation to other types of care
is clarified. Confusing the notions of family care and informal care is prevented.
Distinguishing family care, volunteer work and mutual patient support groups
from each other will diminish the risk of informal care becoming a kind of
'one size fits all' notion. Governmental policy regarding family care might in
particular focusonthose familycaregivers who meetthecriteria ofthe proposed
definition. This policy could take into account any problems arising from within
this group. In other words: a custom-made policy aimed at a particular targetgroup would lead to
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CHAPTER 2

Communalization of health care:
how to do it properly?
Criteria for a just communalization of health care
applied to the Dutch case
2007, Medicine and Law, 26(1), 53-68.
ABSTRACT

Communalizationof health care refers tothe increasing responsibility of citizens
to look after their ill or handicapped fellow members of society and to provide
care to them. Governments in Western Europe more and more develop health
care policies directed at communalization of health care. The article discusses
the care responsibilities of individuals based on the views of the philosophers
Buber, Levinas, and Ricoeur and based on the views of the family therapist
Boszormenyi-Nagy. The care responsibilities of states are discussed in terms of
the views of the political philosophers Rawls and Daniels and these are linked to
right liberal, left liberal, and christian-democrat views on care responsibilities
of states. Thereupon, four criteria for a proper communalization of health
care are proposed and different forms of health care policies with respect to
communalization of care are assessed. In the last section, we look closely at
several measures in the just reformed Dutch health care system and discuss
how far these measures meet our criteria for a proper communalization. We
focus in this section on the effects of these measures on family care because
more and more family care plays an important role in a good functioning of the
health care system.

COMMUNALIZATION OF

HEALTH CARE
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|NTRODUCTION

Clarke and Newman (1997) in their book The Managerial State have pointed to
the factthat, since several decades, in most Western-European states efficiency

and effectiveness seem to have become more important than solidarity and
social security. These changes have gone hand in hand with an increasing focus
on individual responsibility for the wellbeing of oneself and others, and with
less governmental interference in this respect. This increased responsibility of
citizens and the withdrawal of governmental interference have at least two
dimensions.
The first is that more and more people -and: people more and more- are

expected to take responsibility for their own lives as citizens in society, also
when they are ill or handicapped. Patients should become full members of
society and live a complete life in society among other citizens. One example is
the closing of big institutions for the mentally handicapped because they live
in regular houses in regular quarters of villages and cities now. This requires
a process of socia/ization and integration of ill or handicapped people into
society.
The second dimension we would like to call communalization of health

care.

of citizens to look after
their ill or handicapped fellow members of society and to provide care tothem.
This construct refers to the increasing responsibility

We discussed this problem in an earlier publication (Beneken genaamd Kolmer,
Tellings, Garretsen & Bongers, 2005).

this article we do not discuss the process of socialization but concentrate
on issues related tothe process of communalization. How can communalization
of health care be performed properly, that is: such that the respective care
responsibilities of citizens and of liberal states are met and that caregivers do
not get overburdened? We look intotheoretical aspects of this question, discuss
possible health care policies, and review some main aspects of a concrete health
care policy, namely, that of the Netherlands. The Dutch health care policy is a
suitable example because the Dutch government fairly recently reformed the
health care system by passing several laws intended to communalize health
care. We discuss a few aspects which focus on family caregivers because more
and more they play an important role in a good functioning of the health care
In

system.

When we say 'states' we mean liberal states. These are founded on the
principle that the state should not impose a particular conception of the good
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on its citizens and that, in general, the state should be aloof with respect to
imposing rules on its citizens. However, views with respect to what exactlythis
restraint implies in terms of government policy can differ considerably within

liberal states. We return to this point later. All Western-European countries
are liberal states, as are the United States.3 States are assemblies of individual
citizens so the individual is logically prior to the state. Questions concerning

responsibilities should be asked first with respect to individuals and then with
respect to states. In this article we follow that order. Before we start discussing
the care responsibilities of individuals we should say something about the
ambiguity of the term 'care'. When used in compounds like 'health care policy',

usually the term refers to policy with regard to the health care system: its
accessibility, availability, quality, the way it is financed, and the distribution of
responsibilities. When used in compounds like'familycaregiver', it usually refers
more to performing domestic tasks for the patient and to nursing tasks that
require relatively little professional expertise. Here we will follow these usages.
Next to the use of'care' in such compounds, there is 'care' as such, which has
the double meaning of 'being concerned about something or someone' and
'looking after somethingor someone, keepingthem in good state or condition'
(Cobuild Collins English Dictionary, 1995).
We will use 'care' as such in this double sense especially in the following
section, where we will discuss different philosophical views on the care

responsibility of individuals. In section two, we will discuss responsibilities of
liberal states with respectto health care. Inthethird section, based onthe views
discussed in the foregoing sections we develop four criteria to assess forms of
communalization and we describe, as examples, different possible health care
policies that meetthese criteria to different degrees. In the last section we look
closely at several changes in the Dutch health care system and discuss how far
these measures meet our criteria for

3

a

proper communalization.

The term 'liberal state' lies at a different level of abstraction than the earlier mentioned 'managerial state'. The term 'liberal' here refers to the philosophical foundation of states whereas the term 'managerial' refers to the way in which states,
based on such a foundation, deal with certain matters, for instance, health care.
Similarly, the distinction between 'right-liberal', 'christian-democratic' and 'leftliberal' which will be mentioned later refers to views within a state with a particular
(inthiscase: liberal) foundation.
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PHILOSOPHERS' VIEWS ON WHY WE DO CARE AND WHY WE SHOULD CARE

'Ethics of care' is the name for a movement of -mostly feminist- philosophers
who have dealt with care as the core of an alternative perspective on morality
and moral education. Well-known representatives are Nel Noddings and Jean
Tronto.4 Here, we discuss philosophical views on care from an earlier period,

namely, from the philosophical anthropologists Buber, Levinas, and Ricoeur
and from a family-therapist, Boszormenyi-Nagy. Some of the ethics of care
philosophers draw on the works of Buber, Levinas, and Ricoeur. But the latter
more thanthe formeracknowledge, nexttothe importance of human relations
as a foundation for human existence, the fact that humans wantto live a life of
their own and, in a way, always will remain strangers towards each other. Such

a want for standing in relationship with others and caring for them while at
the same time feeling a separate person and wanting to be detached from the
other, in our view characterizes the relationship between patient and family
caregiver.

Whydo wecare, and whyshou/dwe care foreach otheratall? The philosopher
Martin Buber (1948; 1958; 1966) pointstothe factthat long beforethesmallchild
can say'l' and can reflecton things, she lives a relationship between herself and
the other. The child has an innate desire and inclination to enter relationships
with other people, first with the mother and then with other people. Only

within and through such relationships the child can perceive the world in a
meaningful way. Buber distinguishes between 1-Thou (you) relations and 1-It
relations. 1-It designates the subject-object relation, in which an active subject
controls and utilizes a passive object. 1-Thou designates the subject-subject
relation, which is a relation of mutuality and reciprocity. The I in the 1-It relation
is a lonely observer and manipulator, whereas the I in the 1-Thou relation exists
only within the context of the relationship. Human beings need 1-It relations in
order to have grip on the world, to survive. And they need 1-Thou relations to
live a meaningful life, to remain human. An equal giving and receiving based
on legitimate mutual interests, rights and needs is a central feature of 1-Thou
relations. People can treat other human beings as well as material things both
as an It and as a Thou. But noonecan be in an 1-Thou situation constantly, and a

4 See for instance: Noddings, N. (1984). Caring: a feminine approach to ethics and
moral education. Berkeley, London: University of California Press. Tronto, J. (1994).
Moral boundaries: a political argument foran ethic of care. London: Routledge.
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healthy human being dialectically interacts with and between these two types
of relations.
Buber's philosophy implies that people do care for each other out of an
inborn desire to live in relationships with other people, and that people should
care for each other in order to be really human and live a meaningful life.
A more contemporary thinker influenced heavily by Buber is the psychiatrist
and familytherapist Boszormenyi-Nagy (1972; 1984). Hedealsexplicitlywith the

relationship between blood relations. In his so-called contextual approach he
emphasizes loyalty as oneofthe keyelementsthat underlie familyrelationships.
Based on this loyalty, family members take care of each other. Loyalty, in
his approach, is not based on emotions, on attachment or attraction, or on
dependencyor subjection. Loyalty is based on irrevocable familyties, instituted
bythe blood tie and strengthened by what family membersdo foreach otherin
daily life. Parents who bringchildren intothe world therebycommitthemselves
to raise them. Parents deserve the gratitude of their children because they

gave them life and because they raise them. Another type of loyalty is that of
spouses. They commit themselves to share a great part of their life together.
They deserve loyalty of each other based on dedication.
Thus, Nagy thinks we do care and we should care for each other in families
based on loyalty, and this loyalty is based on both the irrevocable blood tie -and
therefore it is an 'existential' loyalty, as Nagy says- and on service and service
in return.
Also in the philosophy of Levinas (i969; 1994) the relationship between
motherandchild isthestartingpoint fora moregeneral view onthe relationship
between one human being and another human being. Levinas does not view
this relationship as symmetrical, but as essentially asymmetrical. It is the
vulnerable baby that appeals to the responsibility of the mother and with that
the baby constitutes the mother as a responsible human being. The mother
gives unselfishly, she does not expect something in return and she loves and
accepts her baby unconditionally. Accordingto Levinas the responsibility of the

mother is nontransferable and in this sense infinite. Responsibility in Levinas'
view is not a burden, quite the reverse: it is something which makes one a
unique human being. I become a unique and a moral human being because
the other person appea/s to me as a responsible human being. However, the
other person is in some sense an unknowable stranger. Only if she is different

from me I can answer her appeal to responsibility, and only if she is different
from others I can treat her as a subject instead of an object. Our being different
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from each other thus

is

necessary, in order to enter a relationship

of mutual

responsibility.
In Levinas view we do care for each other becausethe existence of the other

calls us to responsibility and thus also to caring, and we should care for each
other because this makes it possible for us to become detached from ourselves

and live in the world with others. Morgan (2005) describes the difference
between Buber and Levinas as the difference between fundamentally being
related as giving-receiving or fundamentally being related in terms of beingcalled-to-responsibility. Buber's view seems to be more optimistic with respect
to the generosity of humans whereas Levinas, somewhat more pessimistically,
views relations as grounded in demand and plea.
Ricoeur (1992) distinguishes between the idem-identity and the ipse-identity.
My idem-identity is my personal identity, the unity of my personal traits
and characteristics. My ipse-identity is more fluent and active, it reaches out
towardsthe other and takes responsibility, it constitutes my moral identity. Just
like Buber, Ricoeur sees the relation between I and the other as symmetrical.
Initially, the relation is asymmetrical because I cannot experience the other

as immediately as I can experience myself, and because the initiative to take
responsibility for the other always starts at one side. But this asymmetry can
turn into symmetry when the initiative of the other is acknowledged and when
it is understood that I am both different from the other and resemble the other.

Toexplainthis with an example:the vulnerableotherappealsto measa strong
person or I as a strong person take the initiativeto care forthe vulnerable other.
But strongness and weakness are reversed when I as the strong one recognize
the vulnerability of the otherone as somethingthat is, oronetime will be, part
of my own life; and both the strong one and the vulnerable one can experience
the strength ofthe latter because her makingan appeal is in a certain sensealso
a way of being strong. Thus, the symmetrical relation origins in acknowledging
that the other is both vulnerable and strong, both different from me and
just like me. The contemporary ethicist Reinders (1996) starts from this view
of Ricoeur when he discusses the symmetry of a caring relation between a
severely mentally handicapped person and a normally gifted person. Ricoeurs
combines this being just like others and being different from all others in the

moral identity of the person. Self-esteem is possible only when living a good
life, for and together with others, and in just institutions.
Ricoeur (1995) asserts that we, human beings, give toeach other becausethe
world and our existence have been given to us. Ricoeur distinguishes between
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the adage do ut des -1 give so that you will give- and the adage do quia mihi
datum est -1 give because there has been given to me-. In the first adage giving
occurs with the (sole) intention to receive something in return. It is a selfish kind
of giving, in contrast to the giving in the second adage, which Ricoeur prefers.
Both types of giving imply some kind of reciprocity: giving requires giving in
return. This reciprocity, accordingto Ricoeur, corrects unique and extreme forms
of commitment such as those taken up by Gandhi or Martin Luther King: love
yourenemies, dogood tothose who hateyou, etcetera. Ricoeurconsidersthese
forms of commitment to be undesirable because they presuppose a maxim of
action that would set up non-equivalence as a general rule. Ricoeurthinks that
we do care for each other because there has been given to us and caring is a
way to do something in return. And he thinks we should care for each other
because this enables us to develop a moral identity.
This brief excursion into philosophical anthropology shows us that people
not only have a moral or existential duty to care for each other for the sake
of that other, but also for the sake of themselves. We only can be true human
beings with a meaningful life if we care for each other. But where does this
responsibility end? Levinas and Nagy seem to view this as, on principle, an
endless responsibility: as long as the carer or the cared-for live, whereas Buber
restricts it to symmetrical relations. Ricoeur restricts the caring responsibility

by defining it in terms of reciprocity. But all in all, these authors are not very
explicit about the bounds of individual care responsibility. Perhaps we could
add to the views of these philosophers that care responsibility ends where
it starts to cause the reverse of what this very responsibility is intended to
achieve. When our care responsibility becomes so much a burden that it, for
instance, threatens the symmetrical relationships we have with others (Buber),
or threatens to drive me back into some state of complacency (Levinas), we
have transgressed the bounds of the caring responsibility.
DIFFERENT INTERPRETATIONS OF HEALTH CARE AS A PRIMARY GOOD IN LIBERAL
STATES

well-known distinction is that between primary and
secondary goods (Kekes, 1995) Secondary goods derive from benefits and
In political philosophy, a

harms that vary with conceptions of a good life, of which they are a part.
For example, there are different opinions about whether or not euthanasia
or abortion should be performed. The opinions in these matters are colored
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by conceptions of the good and they may differ. Secondary goods don't have
universal validityand theyare not ideologically neutral. Therefore, liberal states
ought not to support secondary goods and they ought to take a neutral stance
with regard to them. Primary goods, by contrast, are necessary preconditions
enabling people to be fully cooperating members of society, like freedom of
thought and a minimally necessary income. They have universal validity and
are shared by all (reasonable) conceptions of the good or they predate these
conceptions. Liberal states should fund institutions representing primarygoods

so that the different conceptions of the good life can be pursued.
It has been generally accepted among political philosophers that health care
is a primarygood. Itisa necessaryconditionto bea fully participating memberof
society. Rawls' (2001) survey ofthe requirements of a liberal society mentions a
basic level of medical careprovided forall. Rawlsargues fora functional approach

to health care, indicatingthat health care is provided because it enables citizens
to become fully participating members of society again. It restores the idea of
fair equality of opportunity, which was compromised bytheir illness.
According to Rawls, the degree of urgency of different kinds of health care
should be estimated and it should be specified which demands of health care
are going to have priority over other pressing matters on the social agenda.
Treatment that restores persons to good health, enablingthem to resumetheir
normal lives as cooperating members of society, has great urgency. From this
point of view cosmetic medicine, for instance, is not a priority at all. Rawls
refers to Daniels (1981; 1985), who gets deeper into the mentioned comparison
.
of priorities and elucidates what "treating health care as a primary good
implies.
Danielss relates health care as a primary good to the needs of citizens. He
formulates the following four types of health care institutions:
-

Institutions which provide for public health, environmental cleanliness,
preventive personal medical services, occupational health and safety, food
and drug protection, nutritional education, and educational and incentive
measures to promote individual responsibility for healthy life styles.
- A second layer of institutions corrects departures from the ideal of the
fully functioning citizen. It includes those institutions that deliver personal
medical and rehabilitative services that restore normal functioning.
- A third layer includes institutions with more extended medical and social
s See Daniels, N. (1981). Health-care needs and distributive justice. Philosophy and
public affairs, 10, pp 167 - 168.
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support services forthe (moderately) chronically ill and disabled andthefrail
elderly.
-

Finally, a fourth layer involves health careand related social services forthose
who can in no way be brought closer to the ideal of the fully functioning

citizen. Terminal care and care for the seriously mentally and physically
disabled fit here.
From Daniels' survey of health care institutions it can be concluded that
treating health care as a primary good implies that the state supports cure

and recovery-supportive-care as well as care-without-cure. The provision of
the latter is essential to give the most vulnerable groups in society a dignified
existence. Rawls, on the other hand, highlights the cure aspect in health care as
a task of liberal states. He acknowledges that we have a dutytoward all human
beings, how severely handicapped they may be, but he does not elaborate on
this matter.6 Rawls' underlying principle is that the state should only perform
tasks that encourage citizens to participate in society with equal opportunities,
whereas Daniels goes beyond this, arguing that the state also has certain

responsibilities purely from a humanitarian point of view.
Now, how governments in liberal states in practical policy interpret their
duties with respect to health care as a primary good not only depends on
views such as the ones described above, of Rawls and Daniels. It also depends
on more specific views with respect to where the core responsibility rests for
care. In general, three views can be distinguished in this respect, namely, that
this responsibility rests with the individual, with the family or the community,

or with the government. Right liberals tend to place the focus for care on the
shoulders of the individual citizen. In this view, citizens are seen as autonomous
individuals, the family or community is payed little attention to, and the
government only has to provide a very minimal necessary amount of care by
virtue of its duty totreat health care as a primary good. Forthe rest, the patient
should insure him- or herself or earn enough money to hire a private caregiver.
Left liberals, by contrast, tend to fill in the duty of the government with respect

to health care maximally. Their view tends to approach the limits of the liberal
state principle that the government should keep back as much as possible.
They also have little eye for the family and the community, and they put into
perspective the autonomy of the individual as it is emphasized by the right
liberals. A third view is often adhered to by religious parties, in the Western
6 See Rawls, J. (2001). Justice as fairness. Cambridge, London: The Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, p 167
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world these are often christian-democrats. They strongly focus on the family
and the wider community as the ones who should care for individuals with
illness or with handicaps. They wish a moderate degree of government rules
and a moderate degree of government tasks. The government is catcher when
family and community fail. Clearly, in these three political views the duties and
responsibilities of citizens and state towards care are filled-in rather differently.
Yet, all three political views subscribe to the idea that health care is a primary
good. Can we transcend these common political views and find criteria for a
proper way to communalize health care? In the next section we develop such

criteria, based on the views of the philosophers discussed in the first section
and on the views of Rawls and Daniels as discussed in this section.
TOWARDS A PROPER COMMUNALIZATION OF HEALTH CARE

Care for loved ones is a very personal and private matter, whereas governmental

policy with respect tocare has a legislativeand publiccharacter. However, these
two different entities meet where governments communalize health care. In
this article we have translated these different entities in terms of, on the one
hand, views of philosophical anthropologists on why people do care and why
people should care, and, on the other hand, views of political philosophers on
health care as a primary good.
Buber, Nagy, Levinasand Ricoeuryieldtwocriteria fora just communalization

of health care:
1

Individualsshould beenabled tocare forotherssothese individualscan lead
a meaningful life;

2 But measures should be taken to prevent individual caretakers to become
overburdened, because this threatens individuals' possibilities of leading a
meaningful life.
Rawls and Daniels provide us with two more criteria

that should be met when

communalizing health care:
3 Communalization should occur while retainingthe principlethat health care
is a primary good, and thus the state should fund institutions that advance
health care.

4 The government should provide health care that aids the restoring of
patients towards becoming free and equal citizens again, but also should
provide health care for those patients who can never again become totally

free and equal citizens.
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We could now, as an example and to make things more concrete, think of the
following possibilities of an actual policy with respect to communalization of
care and assess them in terms of our four criteria.
a The government provides care and nursing for all.

b The government positively stimulates the patient to arrange her own care
and nursing and enables relatives to provide care and nursing by means
of giving them material and psychological support when they choose to
look after their relatives. If patients and relatives refuse or are not able, the

government provides care and nursing.
c As in b, but now the government puts pressure on the patient to try to
arrange her own care and provides less support. If the patient does not
succeed, the government provides care.
d As in c, but if the patient does not succeed, the government puts pressure
on relatives of the patient to provide care to the patient. If these relatives

withstand this pressure, the government provides care.
e Relatives are legally bound to provide care to the patient, the state provides
no or little support. Only if the patient has no relatives whatsoever or
relatives can proof that it is impossible for them to provide care, the
government provides care.
f The government does not provide any care or support.7
Going from a. to f., health care is treated as a primary good to an ever smaller
degree. In option f. the state takes no responsibility at all for health care and
thus clearlydoes nottreat health care as a primarygood. Therefore, f. should be
rejected as an unjust policy. In option e. it is questionable whether health care
actually is treated as a primary good.
Goingfrom f. to a., there is an ever lesserdegree of urgency for peopleto care
fortheir relatives. In options b. to e. the government actively enables caregiving
by relatives, this satisfies criterion 1. But from c. to f. the government provides
less support, this is not in accordance with criterion 2, the risk of overburdening
grows because there is less support for family caregivers and more pressure.
With respect to option c., it is questionable whether it promotes restoring the
patientto become a free and equal citizen again when pressure is put on herto
persuade her relatives to provide care for her. Also, option c. tot e. are not in line

7 Of course, actua| health care policies contain much more elements, for instance
arrangements on what kind of health care is financed by the state and to what
degree, but here we focus on how states share responsibilities with their citizens.
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with the views described

in section one, where caring for each other is viewed

as an action people should enter freely and willingly.
Let us now look at option b. It seems that option

b. best fits all criteria.
Health care really is treated as a primary good. The patient can make care
arrangements with his or her relatives. There is no state force; if patient and
relatives cannot find each other with respectto caring, the state helps by lifting
the responsibility from their shoulders. But since the state supports and helps
relatives optimally when they choose to care for their relatives, and since caring
for their relatives enriches peoples lifes, many people will do so. The material
support as mentioned in option b. could be, for instance, a favourabletax policy
for caregivers or for employers who enable their employees to nurse their
relatives. But material support also could imply the possibility for caregivers to
call for professional help whenthingsgo wrong, forinstance whentheybecome
ill themselves. Psychological support could be given in the form of house calls
by professionals or of support group meetings supervised by professionals.
AN EXAMPLE OF COMMUNALIZATION IN PRACTICE: THE NETHERLANDS

Also in the Netherlands since several years a process of communalization is
going on. The current Dutch health care policy best fits in option d. described
above. Patients are dismissed from the hospital as soon as no medical cure or
specialist care is needed any more and the patient himself should arrange the
care he needs; patients can get professional care at home only when they can
demonstrate that no family care is available.
The Dutch government recently developed three instruments for better

combining communalization (i.e. the urge that people care for their family and
friends) with the pressure that all adult citizens support themselves by having
paid work, preferably for five full days a week. These instruments are: the care
leaves and the course-of-life scheme. A bill has been passed, the Wet Arbeid en
Zorg (Act Labour and Care) in which already existing forms of regulated leave

(e.g. maternity leave) are clustered and extended with two new forms of leave,
namely, the short-term care leave and the long-term care leave. The short-term

maximum of ten days per year that can be taken off
when the employee can demonstrate she needs it for family care, and 70%
of her wages will be paid. The long-term care leave consists in a maximum of
six times the amount of working hours per week (for instance: someone who
has an employment contract for 24 hours per week can take six times 24, thus
care leave consists in
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the employee can pay it with his
course-of-life scheme. The course-of-life scheme is a fiscally advantageous
form of saving money on one's gross income, in order to be able to take leave
for, for instance, making a voyage around the world, start a study, retire earlier,
or provide family care. People are free to choose for a course-of-life scheme.
These measures,thecare leavesandthecourse-of-life-scheme, are important
steps towards a form of communalization that satisfies criterion 1: that
individuals should be enabled to care for others. It would, however, be better
if long-term care leave would be financed apart from other forms of leave. If,
for example, someone makes use of the course-of-life scheme in order to take
leave for a voyage around the world, and then her mother becomes chronically
ill, this person is placed for a difficult choice. Moreover, there is a substantive
difference between care leave and leave for a study or a long holiday. Care leave
in most cases cannot be planned, it just happens that your loved one gets ill or
handicapped. A separate arrangement that suits the unexpectedness of care
leave would be better.
The Dutch government since 1980 also finances Family Care Support
Organizations. These organizations give support by individual consultations,
organize chat groups and give information. Thus, they help to prevent family
caregivers from getting overburdened, as is required in criterion 2. Apparently,
this is not enough. Despite the support 34% of the Dutch family caregivers feel
144 hours leave). This is an unpaid leave, but

mentally burdened, 36% have problems with their time-schedules, 11% have
problems at work and/or in their families and 8% feel totally overburdened
(Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau, 2003). It should be checked whether these
support organizations provide the right kind of support, both quantitatively
and qualitatively. Also, it should be surveyed what types of care, and to what
degree, are provided by family caregivers. Is it notthe casethat some caregivers
provide care that transcends what, within reason, might be expected from
them?
The measures discussedaboveseemtoalsofitcriterion 3,thatthegovernment
should treat health care as a primary good. Although 'treating health care as a
primary good' is rather vague and it is difficult to determine what counts as
such, examples can be given of measures that seem to come near to violating
criterion 3.Onesuch example inthe Netherlands hastodo withthe urge towards
citizens to supportthemselves, as mentioned above. If a person is unemployed,
she gets a benefit but she has to apply for jobs as good as she can. This is fair.
However, if within the period of unemployment this person started to provide
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family care, there is no possibility to exempt her from the demand to apply for
a job. And if she gets a job, there are no arrangements to hand over the care for
her loved-one to someone else, for instance a professional. For well-off people

this is not so much of a problem since they can hire paid caretakers. But for lowincome families this is a major problem. Thus, the government clearly puts paid
vvork before care.
Also with respect to criterion 4 we can give an example of Dutch health care
policy. The care for demented persons according to Daniels (1981) belongs to
the so-called humanitarian duty of the liberal state. In the Dutch health care

policy this is endorsed but it is linked with communalization: for patients
with early forms of dementia an appeal is made to family caregivers. The LDP
(Landelijk Dementie Programma, National Dementia Programme) is developed
to support people with dementia who still live at home and to professionalize
their family caregivers. It focuses on enabling family caregivers to take care of
their relatives with dementia as long as possible. However, the family caregiver
herself threatens to fall victim. Dementia is a very far-reaching disease which
makes the patient vulnerable and dependent and often alters his character.
Thus it alters his relation with his family members. Emotionally this has a high
impact on family caregivers. The LDP fails in giving family caregivers of patients
with dementia the necessary emotional and professional support. It turns out
that about 40% of the partners of elderly people with moderate to severe
dementia get worn out physically and mentally because of the care they give to
these patients (Alzheimer Nederland, 2003).
This study about the communalization of health care gives us criteria to
open a debate about health care policies of liberal states. Are the actions of the
states to communalize health care proper? The criteria could also be useful in
discussions between patients, family caregivers, professionals and health care
organizationsaboutcare responsibilityissues indailypractice. Thesediscussions

should stem from the view that the care responsibility ends where it starts tot
cause the reverse of what this very responsibility is intended to achieve. For
a proper communalization the care responsibility should remain a fair-shared
responsibility of the state and the individual.
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CHAPTER 3

Ranked motives of long-term care

providing family caregivers
2001, Scandinavian Journal of Caring Sciences lin press).
ABSTRACT

Family caregivers provide long-term care to their chronically ill loved ones and
as a consequence they experience physical, relational and financial problems.
This study investigates how long-term family caregivers rank

12

mOtiVeS

for caregiving. Motives are derived from the views of four philosophical
anthropologists and are related to self-reported stress and joy and to several
different background characteristics of respondents. Motives that focus on
feelings concerning the relationship between caregiver and care recipient are
more popularasafirstchoicethan motives stemming from feelings of obligation
or a general feeling of happiness and are also more popular than more selfdirected motives. An analysis of full ranking data shows that two groups can
be distinguished, one group of family caregivers with mixed motives and one
group offamilycaregivers with motives that focus on reciprocal mutually-equal
relationships. The latter are mainly women taking care for a partner or a child,
the former report high levels of stress. Implications for intervention programs
and health policy are being discussed.
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|NTRODUCTION

Increasingly, family caregivers are expected to provide care to their loved ones
when they are chronically ill or handicapped. McNally, Ben-Shlomo & Newman

(1999) attribute this to the trend towards reducing health care expenditure
seen in most Western countries since the 1990's and to changes of attitudes
towards caregiving, implying that providing care more and more is seen as a
private matter. Family caregivers thus are allotted an important role in a good
functioning of the health care system and, as a consequence, the pressure on
them is huge. They have physical problems, relational problems, problems with
respect to their social life and their personal happiness, and problems with
respect to finances and housing (Syron & Shelley, 2001). Despite this, many
people provide care fortheir loved ones not justtemporarily but often for many
years and intensively. But what motivates these long-term family caregivers
and how much stress and/or joy do they experience when providing care? In
the present study we asked long-term family caregivers to rank 12 motives for
caregiving as to how important these motives are for them and we related
these rankings to several characteristics of the respondents.
MOTIVES OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS

Several studies have been done into the motives of long-term family caregivers
(Cicirelli,1993; Feeney& Collins,2003; Smith, Kleinbeck, Boyle, Kochinda & Parker,

2001; Walker, Pratt, Shin & Jones, 2003). These studies havethree shortcomings
which we try to overcome in the study we discuss here. First, almost all of these

studies showthat familycaregivers have morethanjustone motive for providing

care but none of the studies investigates the relative weight of the different
motives for individual caregivers. Second, most of the motives discussed in
these studies are singular. That is, theyeither concern the caregiver as a person
orthe care recipient in his or her situation or with his or her characteristics. Few
items on the motivation scales used in the studies are directed atthe familyas a
system. Theydo not deal with the complex relationship between caregiver and
care recipient as an important and meaningful constituent of the life of both.
Third, none of the studies mentioned above study the joy that giving care to a
loved one can yield. Let us elaborate on the three points mentioned above.
Cicirelli (1993) studied the relation between motives daughters have for
providing intensive and long-term care to their mothers and the perceived
56
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burden orstress of thesedaughters. He foundthatfilial obligation increases the
sense of burden whereas filial attachment decreases it and that both motives

are important for daughters' provision of help. Cicirelli argued for considering
at least two motives and perhaps multiple motives in further studies on this
subject.
Walker, Pratt, Shinand Jones (1990) studied the relation between relationship
quality and motives for caregiving in daughters who provide care to their

mothers. They distinguished discretionary motives, that is, the helping person's
own wish to help, versus obligatory motives: the helping person's feeling of

beingobligedto help. They found thatthe vast m aj o rity of 174 e l d e rly d e pen d e nt
mothers and their caregiving daughters believed daughters provided care
primarily for discretionary reasons. Mothers who reported low discretionary
motives of their daughters also reported lower intimacy in their relationships
and perceived that they had received care for more years than mothers who
reported highly discretionary motives of their daughters. Yet, about 25% of the
daughters and 11% of the mothers reported both motives either to be highly
valid or to be lowly valid.
Feeney & Collins (2003) identified and examined the correlates of specific
motivations for caregiving in romantic couples in order to predict caregiving
behavior and relationship functioning. They found a number of distinct
motivations for providing care to partners. Although their target group was
very different from ours, the scale they used to measure motives is relevant.
Their scale contained seven motives for caregiving. All of these motives were
defined in terms of either the perspective of the helping person (e.g., '1 enjoy
helping people solve their problems', '1 am pretty good at handling stress') or
the perspective of the help receiving person as conceived bythe helping person
('1 want my partnerto be happy' 'My partner really needs my help').
Smith, Kleinbeck, Boyle, Kochinda and Parker (2001) used the motivationto-help theory of Batson (1983) to develop a scale with four types of motives

(reward seeking, punishment avoidance, distress reaction motive, altruistic
motive). Three of Batson's four types of motives (reward seeking, altruism, and
punishment-avoidance) were extracted during factor analysis. The scale items
representing Batson's fourthtype of motive, distress reaction, were not retained
due to cross loading. So, Smith et al. found that their scale measures three of
four theoretically derived motivations for helping another. Also the motives of

Smith et al. were defined either from the perspective of the caregiver (e.g. she
wants to gain financial, social, or psychological benefits; she wants to avoid
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social disapproval or feelings

of guilt) or from the perspective of the patient as

perceived by the caregiver (e.g. the caregiver wants to help such that the needs
of the patient are met).
PHILOSOPHY AND MOTIVES FOR CAREGIVING

Thus, as we have indicated above, motives for caregiving in all of these studies
are directed atthe needs and wants of the individual caregiverorthe individual

care recipient. In our study more than half of the motives focus primarily on
the relationship between caregiver and care recipient. Motives are derived
from three philosophical anthropologists, namely, Buber, Levinas and Ricoeur,

and from

family therapist who works in the tradition of Buber, namely,
Boszormenyi-Nagy. We chose for these four for two reasons. First, because
they explicitlyor more implicitlydiscuss why peoplecare foreach other starting
from the relationship between humans as the major constituent of human
a

happiness. Second, because they view caring not only as a possible source of
stress and burden but, rather, as a source of joy and personal fulfillment. We
will very briefly describe their views.8

The view of the philosopher Buber (1958; 1966) implies that people care for
each otheroutof an inborn desireto live in relationships with otherpeople, and
that people care foreach other in orderto be really human and live a meaningful
life. In mutual and reciprocal relations with other persons, individualsfind a way
to live a meaningful life and be really human. Boszormenyi-Nagy (1972; 1984), a

familytherapist with philosophical views derived from Buber, thinks we care for
each other in families becauseofthe loyaltythatdeveloped from the irrevocable
blood tie and/or from what people in a family relationship have done for each
other in a mutual past. In Levinas' (i998) view we care for each other because
the existence of the other calls us to responsibility and thus also to caring, and
wecare foreach other becausethis makes it possible for usto becomedetached
from ourselves and live in the world with others. Levinas sees the relationship
between human beings as rather detached and altruistic (Peperzak, 1997).The
philosopher Ricoeur (1992; 1995) thinks that we care for each other because
there has been given to us and caring is a way to do something in return. And
he thinks we care for each other because this enables us to develop a balance
between being like others and being unlike others, based on respect for myself
8
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and respect for others. The caring relationship is a direct consequence of the
given life, the will to lead a good life, and the understanding that the caregiver,
in other circumstances, could have been the care needing patient.
These four philosophers, different as they are, all place the incentive of

peopleto care for their loved ones in a relational perspective of reciprocity and
mutuality or in a perspective of living a meaningful life. From their views we
developed 12 motives for caregiving (seethe Methods section). Table 1 contains
for each of the four philosophers the core of motivation for caregiving as they
view it.
Table 1

Core of motivation for caregiving viewed by the four philosophers
Views of:

motives for caregiving:

Boszormenyi-Nagy

obligation, loyalty

Buber

desire to live in relationships, meaningful life

Levinas

responsibility, altruism

Ricoeur

reciprocity, morality

Thus, we investigated how long-term family caregivers rank motives for
providing care. We looked at the relative importance of the different

motivational orientations to caregiving by asking participants to rank the 12
items. We then tried to identify subgroups among the respondents and their
rankings, using latent class analysis. Finally, we looked at the relation between
motivations forcaregiving and perceived joy and stress and several background
characteristics.
METHOD

PARTICIPANTS AND PROCEDURE

ordertofind participants forthis study, we used thefile of an organization for
family caregivers of the largest province in the Netherlands. This organization
gives information and practical as well as emotional support to a large number
of family caregivers in cooperation with the local government and with welfare
In

and health organizations. Our study was approved by the ethical review board
of this organization. All members of our file provided family care in the sense

that they were giving intensive and long-term care; that this care springs from
the social link between the patient and the family caregiver; and that this
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care is not coming from an organized setting and is not provided within the
framework of professional social care (Beneken genaamd Kolmer, Bongers,

Garretsen & Tellings).
Thefile ofthe organization contained addresses of 1236 familycaregivers. All
of them received a questionnaire by mail which they could fill-in anonymously.

We received 240 filled-in questionnaires, 236 of which were usable. This
is a response of nearly 20%. Baruch (1999) replicated earlier findings that
response rates of mailed questionnaires are lowerthan those of questionnaires
distributed by the researcher or others, response rates being around 20%. He

also refered to research which found the main reason for not responding to be
'too busy'. Given the fact that our respondents are giving intensive care, often

next to multiple other tasks, the response is appropriate. Table 2 gives some
background information about the respondents.
We did two pilot studies before the definitive questionnaire was developed.
Two different groups of 15 family caregivers filled in preliminary versions
of the questionnaire and afterwards the first author discussed it with them.
The questionnaire was thereupon adjusted. The main alterations implied
abbreviating the formulations of the motives and making them less abstract.
Duringthe pilots wealsoexplicitlyasked the respondents whethertheyhad any
difficulties ordering the 12 motives. None of them reported any difficulties.
After the two pilot studies, the questionnaire was adjusted and sent to our
respondents. They could fill in the questionnaire anonymously, at home, and
send it back to us in a stamped envelope they had received from us. They were
not paid forfilling in the questionnaire.
MEASURES

We randomized the 12 motives with the computer program SPSS 11.5 and
put them in the questionnaire (see Appendix 1). We indicated them not with
numbers but with letters (motive A, motive B, etc.). Respondents were asked
to order the 12 motives, putting the one that applied most to them at the first
place and putting the one that applied least to them at the last place.
We also asked family caregivers to indicate the amount of stress they
perceived when providing care. Cicirelli (1993), mentioned above, measured
perceived burden in terms of the extent to which caregiving interfered with
other parts of the caregivers life (e.g. job, relationship with spouse) and with
her physical and mental health. Dwyer, Lee and Jankowski (1994) measured
perceived stress by asking respondents to give stress points for all of the
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Table 2

Descriptive statistics of respondents

Variable:

Percentage

Gender (ref.=men)
Age

Care recipient

77
15 - 34

3

35 - 44

6

44 - 54

21

55 - 64
65 - 74

28

> 75

15

27

partner

47

parent
child

22

18

other family member
non-familial
Duration of caring

relation

5

0 - 12 months

1

1 - 3 years

11

3 - 5 yea rs

21

5 -10 years
> 10 yea rs

Income (monthly)

8

24
43

0 - 1000 Euro

19

1000 - 2000 Euro
> 2000 Euro

60
21
100 (N=236)

Total

things together, done by the caregiver for the care recipient, starting from
the assumption that 'bathing the care recipient' counted for 100 stress points.
They measured perceived burden by presenting nine problems a caregiver
could experience as a result of caregiving (e.g. the care recipient embarrasses
the caregiver, or is uncooperative) and asked caregivers whether or not they

experienced each of these problems. Theythen counted the amount of positive
responses. We developed an instrument for measuring stress that more than
Cicirelli's was directly related to the providing of care. Moreover, in contrast to

Dwyer et al. we focused on care tasks in general without a priori labelingthem
as problems and we gave respondents a brief overview of the different care
tasks in order to help them better assess their amount of perceived stress. We
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used the same instrument to measure perceived joy. Perceived joy in caregiving
seldom has been studied, probably because joy is not a problem. Here we
followed our philosophers, who point to the positive feelings caring can yield.

that family caregivers -almost by definition
overextended group- were reluctant to fill in questionnaires, we looked

Since the pilot studies showed
an

for a brief instrument to measure perceived stress. Marcera, Eaker, Jannarone,
Davis and Stoskopf (1993) developed a brief instrument for measuring perceived
burden of family caregivers. They used 15 items referring to the different care
tasks caregivers perform. To make the instrument still more comprehensible

for the respondents, we ordered Marcera's items into four groups (i.e., practical
matters, domestic help, personal care, personal support)and asked respondents
to indicate how much stressthey perceived when performingeach groupofcare
tasks and how much joy they perceived when performing each group of care
tasks. We used three-point rating scales (i.e. much stress, little stress, no stress
and much joy, little joy, no joy, respectively). We labeled our measures of stress
and joy as 'self-reported stress of caring' and 'self-reported joy of caring'. When
we refer to stress or joy in the following paragraphs we refer to the measures
labeled as such.

First,wesubmittedtheseitemstoexploratoryprincipalcomponentanalysis.A
Varimax rotated solution clearly indicated twodimensions, with one dimension
indicating the degree of experienced stress and one dimension indicating the
degree of experienced joy. Subsequently, we checked the statistical reliability of
the resulting scales by calculating Cronbach's Alpha coefficients. This analysis
showed that Alpha for both scales would be maximized if we omitted one
item in each dimension. For the three items used to measure experienced
stress, internal consistency was .56 and for the three items used to measure
experienced joy, internal consistency was .70. We note, of course, that due to
the limited reliability of our measure of experienced stress, correlations with
other variables maybe attenuated. Both scales are indexes based on the mean
score of item ratings. For convenience of interpretation we recoded item scores
so that higher scores on both scales indicated higher levels of stress and joy
(mean of scale for self-reported stress= 1.629, sd.= .574; mean of scale for selfreported joy= 2.087, sd.= .584). Thus, the respondents reported both stress and
joy, but they reported somewhat more joy than stress.
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STATISTICAL MODELS FOR RANKING DATA

This study investigated how long-term family caregivers ranked

12

motives of

providing care. We looked at their first choice and at their full ranking, and we
identified subgroupsamongthe respondents andtheir rankings. In other words:
do our respondents belong to one cluster of individuals with the same pattern

of preferences of motives or can we identify different clusters with different
patterns of preferences of motives? A cluster or a class is a group of persons
who share similar interests, values, characteristics or behavior (Vermunt &
Magidson, 2000). Both terms are used in the following paragraphs.

To answer this question we used statistical approaches for ranking data
12 motives. This means that respondents'
choices were not made independently of each other; each choice respondents
made was limited by their earlier choices and limited their further choices.
Most statistical methods, however, are based on the assumption of
independent observations. We used statistical approachesthat incorporate the
dependencies just mentioned. We used two approaches in order to construct
models for describing the response patterns of motives for caregiving, namely,
the latent class conditional logit approach and the latent class sequential logit
approach (Vermunt & Magidson, 2000). The first approach provides modelbased estimates of the probability that a particular first choice will be made
from a range of alternatives. In the second type of approach we used the full
ranking information, that is, we looked at a|| 12 choices respondents made
simultaneously. Both approaches lead to the construction of different models,
each model identifying one or more latent classes (i.e. clusters) within the
population of family caregivers. The models which we estimated are special
types of logistic regression models. Thereupon, a combination of statistical and
theoretical considerations lead to one preferred model forthefirst choices, and
one preferred model for all 12 choices.
Our analysis was mainly exploratory. This means that we a priori calculated
three latent class conditional models for estimating the probability that a
particular first choice will be made out of the 12 motives and three latent class
sequential models for estimatingthe probability for a certain choice pattern of
a|| 12 motives. Withinthese models wedistinguished one, two, andthreeclusters
of respondents with different choice patterns. All models were estimated with
the Choice-Module of the software program LatentGold 4.0 (21). Thereupon,
we chose the model which showed the leastdeviations from ourempirical data
based on Aikaike's Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information
because the respondents ranked all
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Criterion (BIC). The latter are well-known measures for model selection from
different statistical models. Rule of thumb is that the model with the lowest
AIC or BIC should be chosen (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005). Finally, we analyzed

whether belongingto a particular cluster with respectto motives for caregiving
was related to particular characteristics of family caregivers.
Table 3 shows the results of the model estimations. Models 1, 2 a nd 3 give the
results oftheanalysisofthefirstchoices whereas Models 4,5 and 6 relatetothe
results of the analysis of the full ranking data. Model 7 shows a new analysis of
Model 5, namely, with respect tothe relation between belongingto a particular
cluster and stress and joy indications, gender, age and household income of
the caregiver, nature of relationship of caregiver to care recipient, and duration
of care provided. Model 7 is a two-class model, which means that within the
total group of family caregivers two subgroups (clusters or classes) could be
distinguished, each with their own preference pattern of motives. Such a twoclass model pictured better the heterogeneity within our group of respondents
than a one-class model, like Model 4.
Table 3

Model jit statistics of latent class conditional logit approaches (about jirst choices, Model 1-3) and of latent class sequential logit approaches (about all 12 choices, Model 4-7)·
BIC(LL)

AIC(LL)

Model

1

1-Class Choice

899

889

Model

2

2-Class Choice

920

897

3

3-Class Choice

941

905

Model 4
Model 5

1-Class Ranking

7655

7645

2-Class Ranking

7661

7638

Model 6

3-Class Ranking

7682

7646

Model

2-Class Ranking

6837

6765

Model

7

with covariates

According to the BIC and the AIC, Model i had the best fit for the analysis of the
first choices, since these values were lowest for Model 1. For the analysis of the

full ranking data we found two models with the best fit: Model 4 (according to
the BIC) and Model 5 (according to the AIC). Therefore, we will discuss the results
in terms of both models. Our discussion of the results proceeds in three steps.
We start with the results of the analysis for the first choice of respondents based
on Model 1 (step 1); subsequently we will discuss the results of Model 4 and
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Model 5, for the full ranking data (step 2). We finish with the relation between
choice patterns on the one hand and stress and joy indications and background
characteristics of respondents on the other hand, based on Model 7 (step 3).
RESULTS

STEP 1: ANALYSIS OF

F

IRST CHOICES OF MOTIVES FOR CAREGIVING

Figure ia shows the predicted probabilities for each of the

12

motives to be

chosen as the first choice.

Figure ia

Probability of first choice of caregiving alternatives-Results from i cluster
conditional logit model (Model 1).
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Based on Model i we may assume that this pattern

of choice preferences holds

for the entire population under study. Although the predicted probability of a
particularalternativeto bechosen asthefirst choice is low for all 12 a|ternatives,
it isalso clearthat not all alternatives havethe same probability of beingchosen
as the first choice. In particular, alternatives 1,2, 3, 5, 8 and 11 have a higher
probability of being chosen asthe first choicethan the other alternatives. These
sixalternatives belongtothe views of Levinas (alternativei, 8, andii) and Buber
(alternative 2,3, and 5).
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Figure 1b shows this pattern more clearly. Here, the alternatives are grouped
with respecttothe philosophers they are derived from. Then, for each grouping

particular motive for caregiving -based on a
particular philosopher- is chosen first is estimated. We now see more clearly
that, on average, respondents are most likelyto choose Levinas motives as a first
choice, followed by Buber motives as a first choice. Nagy motives and Ricoeur
motives are relatively less popular in the population of family caregivers. We

the predicted probability that

a

performed a Wald test (Vermunt & Magidson, 2000, p. 64), which tests the
null hypothesis that first choice preferences between the four groupings of
caregiving motives are equal. The results indicated that this hypothesis should
be rejected (p < .001). Thus, caregivers clearly differ with respect to the first
choice of motives for caregiving.
Figure ib

Probability offirstchoice of motives for caregiving alternatives grouped according
to philosophical ideas. Results from i cluster conditional logit model (Model 1).
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STEP 2: ANALYSIS OF THE FULL RANKING OF MOTIVES FOR CAREGIVING

Next, we investigated which alternatives are ranked highest when prior
choices of alternatives are excluded during the full sequence of ordering the
alternatives. Thus, a second choice is considered to be a first choice from the
set of alternatives that excludes the first choice, and so on forthe third, fourth
and additional choices. Figure 2 presents the results of the analysis of these

full rankings of motives by respondents, both in the one class model (based
on the results of Model 4) and in a two class model (based on the results of
66
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Model 5). We first present the full ranking analysis of the separate alternatives
(left-hand side figures) and the full ranking analysis with groupings according
to philosophical ideas (right-hand side figures).

Fromthei-class model (Mode14) fortheanalysis oftheseparatealternatives
in the upper left side of Figure 2, we infer that alternatives 2,3 and 5 (which
are the Buber motives) have a somewhat higher predicted probability of being
ranked highest. In the one class model where we grouped the alternatives
according to philosophical ideas, the Buber motives also have a somewhat
higher probability of being ranked highest. A Wald-test (ibidem) shows this
difference between groups of motives to be significant (p < .ooi).
These results indicate that there may be a separate group within the
population with a preference for Buber motives. The results of Model 5, which
assumes that the population of family caregivers consists of two clusters,
confirm this. We present the results of this model in the lower half of Figure
2. In the left lower part of Figure 2 We distinguish between a class which more
strongly prefers Buber motives and a class which has no particular preference
(a 'mixed' cluster, note that this class has a somewhat elevated probability of
ranking Levinas alternatives highest). In particular, we see that Buber motives
by individuals from class 2 are relatively more often ranked highest than the
other alternatives. In the right lower part of Figure 2 we see that class 2 has a
somewhat lower predicted probabilityto rank Levinas motives highest, a clearly
higher predicted probabilityto rank Buber motives highest (i.e., a probability of
·53), aboutthe same probability as individuals belonging to class i to rank Nagy
motives highest, and, finally, a somewhat lower probability than individuals
belongingto class i to order Ricoeur motives highest. Again, the differences are
significant (p. < .ooi). Finally, the results indicate that the size of the two classes
is considerable. According to this model 67% belongs to class i and 33% to
ClaSS 2.
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Figure 2
Probability of ranking motives for caregiving highest - Results of i class sequential

logit models (Model 4) and 2 class sequential logit models (Model 5).
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STEP

3: ANALYSIS OF THE FULL RANKING OF MOTIVES FOR CAREGIVING WITH

COVARIATES

Finally, for exploratory purposes, we investigated whether stress and joy

indications and selected background characteristics of caregivers are related to
classmembership.Covariatesarevariablesthatmaybeusedtodescribeorpredict
(ratherthantodefineormeasure)the latentclasses. Forexample,theyareoften
used to profile the latent classes in terms of demographic or other exogenous
variables. Because of the limited sample size, we were by necessity restricted in
the number of characteristics that could be included in the analysis. Here, we
choose to examine the effects of the following characteristics of caregivers:

self-reported stress and joy of caring by the caregiver, sex, age (recoded into
six age categories), the duration of caring (recoded into two categories), the
nature of the relationship between the caregiver and the care recipient, and the
household income of the caregiver. The results of this exploratory analysis are

reported in Table 4.
The results indicate that the two classes can indeed, to some extent, be
described in terms of the included covariates: the p-values associated with the
Wald statistic suggest that, overall, some of the effects are significant using
the conventional level of significance K=.05. In particular, the logit-parameters
associated with sex (-4,078 and 4,078) suggest that females are, on average,
less likely than males to belong to the mixed class and more likely than men to
belong to the Buber class. Furthermore, those who care for a partner or for a
child are less likelythan othersto belongtothe mixed classand more likelythan
othersto belongtothe Buberclass. Finally, we seethat respondents who report
high levels of stress are more likely than respondents who report low levels of
stress to belongtothe mixed class and less likely to belongtothe Buber class.
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Table 4

Logit-parameters for 2-class ranking model with covariates (Model 7)
Covariates:

Class

ClaSS 2

1

Wald

p-value

("Mixed")

("Buber")

-4.078

4.078

4.839

0.028

15 - 34 years old

-2.595

2.595

3.260

0.660

35 - 44 years old

0.684

-0.684

45 - 54 years old

-0.151

0.151

55 - 64 years old

1.797

-1.797

65-74 years old

0.570

-0.570

75 - 84 years old

-0.305

0.305

(ref. = <3 years)

-3.316

3.316

0.127

O.720

Caring for partner

-7.248

7.248

9.008

0.003

Caring for parent

0·727

-0.727

0.251

O.620

Caring forchild

-8.266

8.266

6.725

0.010

Caring for
other family member

0.757

-0.757

0.229

0.630

Caring for
non-familial relation

-1.423

1.423

0.000

1.000

3.982

-3.982

5.818

0.016

0.271

-0.271

0.134

0·710

-2.019

2.019

3.898

0.140

-0.205

0.205

2.224

-2.224

Sex (ref.=male)

Age groups

Duration of caring

Self-reported
stress of caring

Self-reported joy

of caring
Household income

Monthly household
income: € O-1000

Monthly household
income: € 1000-2000

Monthly household
income: > € 2000

Note 1: The Wald statistic can be used to assess the statistical significance

associated with

of effects

given covariate.
Note 2: 1 EUR = 1.31 US dollar = 0.67 Pounds
a
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DISCUSSION

The present study investigated how long-term family caregivers rank 12 motives

for caregiving. We related the results to self-reported stress and joy of caring by
the caregiver, sex, age, the duration of caring, natureof relationshipof caregiver
to care recipient, and the household income of the caregiver.
FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND THEIR FIRST CHOICE OF MOTIVES

An analysis of caregivers' firstchoices, Figureia, showsthatthe probabilitythat
one particular motive will be the first choice of caregivers is not very high for

each of the 12 motives. However, Levinas motives and Buber motives have a
higher chance to be the first choice than Nagy motives and Ricoeur motives;
and Nagy motives have a slightly higher chance to be the first choice than
Ricoeur motives. This is even more distinct when the motives are grouped
according to the philosopher they stem from, in Figure lb. Levinas motives as a
group have a chance of slightly more than 4 in 10 tO be the first choice, closely
followed by the Buber motives which as a group have a chance of slightly less
than 4 in io to be the first choice. Nagy motives stay behind considerably with
a chance of between i and 1,5 in 10 and Ricoeur motives have a chance of less
than i in io of being first choice. Now, we first must point to the fact that the
respondents more or less seem to group the different motives, which we have
offered them in random order, according to how they were grouped originally,
that is, stemming from four different philosophers.
The Buberand Levinas motivesare significantlymoreoften preferred asafirst
choice. As can be seen in Appendix 1,the Levinas motives and the Buber motives
all focus very much at feelings that have to do with the relationship between
caregiver and care recipient: feeling responsible forthe dependentother, highly
valuing the relationship and the care for the other. Motives stemming from

feelings of obligation (Nagy), from a general feeling of happiness (Ricoeur,
alternative 10) and more self-directed motives (Ricoeurs other two motives:
feelingto bea good human being, expectingto becomethe dependent party in
the future) are less popular as a first choice. These results indicate that support
programs and interventions should be directed at relational themes between
the family caregiver and the patient. We return to this point at the end of the
discussion.
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FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND THEIR FULL RANKING OF 12 MOTIVES

Next to the first choices, we analyzed the respondents' ranking of all 12
motives. Analyses show that both a one class model and a two class model
fit the full ranking data. When we view all motives taken separately, in the
one class model (the left-hand upper side of Figure 2), the Buber motives have
the highest chance of being ordered highly, followed at some distance by the
Levinas motives and then the Nagy and Ricoeur motives. When we order the
motives in four groups according to their origin (the right-hand upper side of
Figure 2), we see the same picture: first Buber, followed by Levinas and then by
Nagy and Ricoeur. In both analyses Nagy and Ricoeurend up about even, as last
and the Levinas motives are in between Nagy and Ricoeur on the one hand and
Buber on the other hand. However, Levinas ends up closer to Nagy and Ricoeur

than to Buber. In a twoclass model (the left-hand and the right-hand lower part
of Figure 2) we see a group with a very clear preference for Buber motives over
and aboveall other motives nexttoa group in which Buber motives and Levinas
motives still -though to a lower degree- are preferred over Nagy motives and
Ricoeur motives. As we have mentioned, statistics allow both a one class and a
two class model. However, the analyses with covariates give some support for

a two class model.
THE RELATION BETWEEN BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS

AND THEIR FULL RANKING OF 12 MOTIVES

Women and caregivers who care for a partner or a child are more likely to
belong to the Buber group than men and caregivers who care for another
family member. The Buber motives focus at close relationships so it is plausible
that these motives are preferred by people who provide care to those with

whom they have an intimate relationship. Apparently, even providing long
and intensive care to a partner who is ill does not, for caregivers, decrease the
importance of and the orientation towards the relationship with the patient.
Buber is more oriented to a reciprocal, mutually-equal relationship than
Levinas and this apparently is also something which does not fade away when
one partner provides long-term and intensive care to the other partner in the
relationship: the caregiver experiences the relationship as reciprocal and equal,
despite the fact that the other is very dependent of the caregiver.
That women more than men choose for Buber motives perhaps reflects an
orientationtorelationsthattraditionallyhas beenand perhapsstill isattributed
to women. Possible interaction effects could not be measured with the
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available statistical techniques but descriptives show that men relatively more
often provide care to their partner whereas women more often provide care to
a parent or a child. Men and women provide care to other family members or
other social relations only rarely (about 7% to other family members and about

5% to other social relations). Thus, the majority of our respondents, both men
and women, provide care to

a

close relative.

STRESS AND JOY OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS

More interesting is the fact that those who report high levels of stress are
more likely to belong to the mixed group and less likely to belong to the Buber
group. This again points tothe need that supportive interventions should focus
at the relationship between caregiver and patient. Furthermore, programs
and interventions should be directed at the balance between what the family
caregiver, who wishesto provide care because she feels responsible, can sustain
and what she should sustain: her burden of care tasks and the physical and
mental costs they bring along.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES

our introduction wediscussed several studies with respectto motives of longterm family caregivers. New in our study was, first, the combination between
In

relational and individual motives for caregiving; second, the fact that we asked
respondents to rank the motives; and, third, the source we derived the motives
from: philosophical anthropologists instead of sociological and psychological
concepts. Still, there are common grounds. Our results seem to supportthose of
Cicirelli (1993). Cicirelli foundthatfilial obligation increased thesense of burden.

We found a higher level of stress inthe mixed groupthan inthe Buber-group. The
mixed-group contains respondents who prefer motives for caregiving based on

obligation. Further comparisons with the studies discussed in the Introduction
must be made prudently, since the motives they measured are so different
from ours. However, we think our study shows that motives directed at the
relationship between caregiver and care recipient are an important addition to
the motives measured in the other studies.
New in our study was also that we asked how much joy family caregivers
experience from different care tasks. Respondents report both stress and

joy, but they report somewhat more joy than stress. This is noticeable, given
that we are dealing here with people who are giving long-term and intensive
care. More research is needed here, especially qualitative research into what
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contributes to the joy of caring and what diminishes this joy. However, it is
clearthat professionals who support family caregivers should follow up on this
perceived joy. They should help family caregivers to live on that joy in those
moments when the burden of care is weighing heavily.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROFESSIONALS AND HEALTHCARE POLICY

supporting family caregivers, our study shows the
importance of the relationship between the caregiver and the care recipient
as a motivating force which helps family caregivers to carry on. Interventions
shouldfit in with this. For example, a counselorshouldtalk notonly with family

To professionals involved in

caregivers individually but also with patients, and with family caregiver and
patient together, discussing relational themes. In some situations a counselor

who talks with the family as

a

whole will

be necessary,

for instance when

problems occur concerning role reversal, loyalty and/or recognition. Both
family caregivers -youngsters and adults- and patients should have room for
communicating expectations and disappointments with respect to how their

relationship develops with the ongoing illness. Let us give an example to
illustrate the above. In a family, mother is partly paralyzed by a stroke. Father
and daughters, each in his or her own way, feel responsible for her and have
taken up many domestic tasks, while the mother feels guilty about her illness.
Each of them runs into problems. At a certain point, the caregiving daughter is
supervised bya familycare consultant, theotherdaughter by regional child care
service, the father by a psychologist andthe mother has her own nurse. Instead
of four different care workers who approach this family as a set of individuals it
could be more helpfulto haveonecare workerguidingthis familyas a system. In
this way, family care support takes the shape of family guidance in which each

family member learnsto deal with the situation and there is extra attention for
the endangered reciprocity between the caregivers and the patient.
Notonlythe reciprocal relationship butalsothe senseof responsibility of the
family caregiver in this study has been shown to be important. Professionals
should respectand acknowledgethissenseof responsibilityby, ontheone hand,
leavingthose tasks to the family caregiver which she wants to perform herself
and, on the other hand, explore the limits of that responsibility together with
the family caregiver, so that she does not become physically, psychologically or
socially overburdened.
Thus, health care policy with respect to family caregivers should be directed
more at the family system. Moreover, a systemic policy could help to prevent
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the growth of a new group of patients: familycaregivers. In addition, the results
of our study provide a tool for defining the limits of family care. If we agree
with our philosophers Buberand Levinasthat having a relationship, a reciprocal
essential for human flourishing -at least our family caregivers
seem to agree with that- family care has reached its limits when it threatens

relationship,

is

the qualityof that relationship becausethe familycaregiver gets overburdened.
In a society where the responsibility for providing care more and more is put in
the hands of individual citizens, it is of major importance to watch the limits
of family care and to safeguard the strength of family caregivers. Therefore,
intervention programs and the policy they stem from should help preserving
systemic relations where they are in good order, improving them where they
are disturbed, and stimulating them where growth is still possible. Providing
care to each otherthus can remain
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APPENDIX 1

MOTIVES FOR CAREGIVING BASED ON BoszoRMENYI-NAGY, BuBER, LEVINAS AND

the questionnaire the motives were given letters, so A instead
of i., B instead of 2., etcetera, and, ofcourse, the names of the philosophers
RICOEUR (in

were removed)
I care for my family member because I feel responsible for her (Levinas).
2 I care for my family member because this gives me the feeling that we have

1

a relationship: she isthere for meand I amthere for her (Buber).
3 I care for my family member because the relationship I have with her is very
important in my life (Buber).
4 I care for my family member because we have a bond and thus I feel obliged
to care for her (Nagy).

s I care for my family member because caring for others makes one's life
6

7
8

9

meaningful (Buber).
I care for my family member because I feel that because of that I am a good
human being (Ricoeur).
I care for my family member because perhaps I will become ill later as well
and then I will be glad when somebody cares for me (Ricoeur).
I care for my family member because herdependencetouches me (Levinas).
I care for my family member because in the past she has done much for me

(Nagy).
10 I care for my family member because I am glad to be alive and therefore I

wish to dothings forothers (Ricoeur).
11 I care for my family member because I can do much for her and it is not

importantthat she cannot do much for me in return (Levinas).
12 I care for my family member because I feel obliged to care for her;
- because she put me into the world (when you care for your mother or
father);
- because I put her into the world (when you care for a daughter or son);
- because we are family (when you care for another family memberthan a

parent or a child) (Nagy).
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Partnership in health care:
views of family caregivers

on sharing care responsibility
with government, clients and health insurers
2007, Medicine and Law (in press).
ABSTRACT

this study, we asked family caregivers about their opinion on division of care
responsibility between the government, family caregivers, clients, and health
insurers. We investigated whether different clusters of respondents could be
distinguished -using Latent Cluster Analysis- and what the relation is with
perceived stress and joy and with several background characteristics. Three
clusters of respondents could be distinguished: a 'caring together', a 'caring
individually', and a 'government-responsible caring' cluster. Family caregivers
in cluster attach great importance to both governmental responsibility
and individual responsibility. Family caregivers who belong to cluster 2 want
themselves to take full responsibility for caregiving, and caregivers in cluster
3 want the government to take most of the responsibility for caregiving.
In

1

Unemployed caregivers and caregivers with lower educational attainment
have a higherchanceto

belongtothe'caring individually' clusterandthis group

has relatively more self-reported stress. Policymakers and professionals should
bearthese three clusters in mind when developing care policyand care guiding
practice.
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|NTRODUCTION

The heartoffamilycareiswherecareis beinggiven:inthefamily. Familymembers
have questions, problems and wishes with respect to care. Increasingly, family
members are made responsible forcaregiving. "Family members are now asked

health-management role at home with little or no preparation or
training. Many must perform medical tasks that traditionally were carried out
by healthcare providers, such as bandaging and caring for wounds, operating
.
pumps and machines at the bedside or administrating multiple medications
(Feinberg, 2006, p.3)· This care responsibility has consequences for actual
practice where family caregivers and care recipients meet, whether or not with
the help from professionals or volunteers. Family caregivers, both young and
to assume

a

old, provide long-term, intensive care to their ill loved-ones. Often this leads
to overburdening. Studies have shown that this overburdening is multifaceted.
Psychic, social, financial, and physical overburdening are reported (e.g., Syron
& Shelley, 2001). In this study we ask Dutch family caregivers how care

responsibility should be divided among the government, citizens, and various
third parties. We relate these views to several background characteristics of the
respondents.
FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND THE DUTCH HEArrH CARE SYSTEM

The view of Dutch familycaregivers is interestingespeciallybecausetheirhealth

caresystem has recentlychanged. The Dutch governmentembarked on a project
to change the health care system bytransferring government responsibilitiesto
other actors, such as employers, insurers and individuals (Trappenburg, 2000).
This policyhas been established inthe Social Support Act (Wet Maatschappelijke
Ondersteuning). This act was brought into force on 1 January 2007 and in it for
the first time family care is defined as an 'achievement field'. Municipalities are

obliged to formulate policy on achievement fields and their performance on
suchfields isbeingcontrolled. For familycare,this implicatesthat municipalities
should contribute to supporting family caregivers in order for them to be
able to keep fulfilling their care tasks. Most important aims are preventing

overburdening, providing adequate support, and promoting emancipation
and participation of family caregivers (Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports,
2007)· Municipalities can reach these goals by subsidizing buddy projects,

support centers for family caregivers, and other institutions that give practical
and emotional support, advice, mediation and guidance to family caregivers.
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PRIOR STUDIES INTO VIEWS ON HEALTH CARE

As far as we know, no studies have been done into views of family caregivers
on how care should be arranged. Some studies have been done into views
of the general population on health care systems or other aspects of the
state. Kim (2004) compares attitudes towards the welfare state from Japan,
Germany, Sweden and the U.S. -these states having different political regimesin an attempt to build a causal model in which political preference is one of

the variables. He found that attitudes vary with welfare programmes and
welfare policies, and that the degree to which political preference (left-right)
effects attitudes also varies with such programmes and policies. Kim states
that popular attitudes and the welfare state are constantly interacting and
influencing each other. In this process, particular types of welfare state regime
shape particular attitudes while, probably, these attitudes are reflected in
remodelling institutions and social policy.
Whereas Kim studies countries intercontinentally, Mossialos (1997) discusses
people's satisfaction with the running of health care, their views towards
major health care reforms and their attitudes on health care spending in 15

states of the European union (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Spain,
France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Portugal, United Kingdom,
Austria, Sweden and Finland). He found a north-south divide concerning

people's satisfaction with health care systems. The northern countries have a
high level of satisfaction whereas the southern countries have a low level of

satisfaction. The United Kingdom and Ireland fall in between thetwo patterns.
Citizens' demands for more governmental spending on health care run through
this north-south division, just like citizens' support for fundamental changes in
the health system. That is, not all respondents who were dissatisfied support

fundamental changes and ask for more spending, and not all respondents
who were satisfied resist fundamental changes and more spending. Mossialos
recommends more research that focuses on people's views on specific topics,
especially because more and more governments preach increase of consumer
choice and participation. Another study that examines popular support for
public health care is done by Gevers, Gelissen, Ars and Muffels (2000). They

relate, for instance, support for welfare state provisions of health care to the
type of welfare state regime in all European Union member states atthe end of
the 19905 using the Eurobarometer survey. Support decreases with increasing
degrees of liberalism and conservatism whereas support increases in social-

democratic regimes.
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study by Daatland & Herlofson (2003). They discuss filial
norms, personal preferences for care, and policy opinions about the proper role
of the familyand the welfare state in eldercare, bydrawingfrom a comparative
More specific is

a

study of urban populations in Norway, England, Germany, Spain and Israel.
Respondents were asked to give their opinion on a so called Welfare state
orientation. This refers to expectations about the respective responsibilities of
the welfare state and the family in three domains of social policies and services

forolder people:financial support, instrumental helpand personal care. Almost
all respondents favoured some form of shared responsibility. The Germans, the
Spanish and the English favoured equal responsibility or said that the family
is primarily responsible, while the Norwegians and Israelis tended to see the

welfare state as primarily responsible, with the family supporting.
Respondents were also asked to give their opinion about support for filial
norms, based on a scale developed by Lee, Peek and Coward (1998), dealing
with the degree to which adult children should supporttheirelder parents. The
responses clearly indicated that support for filial responsibility norms does not
imply that relatives are seen as the 'natural' care providers. For instance, nearly
half (48%) of the Norwegian respondents from the total group of respondents
who scored high on filial responsibility, still said that the welfare state should
be primarily responsible in all three domains of support (financial support,

instrumental help and personal care).
The study of Daatland and Herlofson shows, among otherthings, thatthere
are various positions in between, on the one hand, the view that the family
should be primarily responsible and, on the other hand, that the government
should be primarily responsible forcare. In our study we build on this finding by
asking family caregivers to give their opinion on several different divisions of
care responsibility. Our study differs from the ones mentioned above because
we take a closer look at views on the health care system of a specific group
(familycaregivers), on a specifictopic(care responsibility) and within onecountry
(The Netherlands). That kind of research is rare. As far as we know, no studies
have been done in which the view of family caregivers has been asked with
respect to care responsibility. We relate their views to perceived stress and joy,
general life-satisfaction, satisfaction as provider of care and several background
characteristics of respondents. The following background characteristics have

been included in the analyses: nature of the relationship between the family
caregiverandthecare recipient, duration of caregiving, educational attainment,
household income, employment status, gender and age.
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METHOD

PARTICIPANTS AND PROCEDURE

ordertofind participants forthis study, we used thefile of an organization for
family caregivers of the largest province in the Netherlands. This organization
In

gives information and practical as well as emotional support to a large number
of family caregivers in cooperation with the local government and with welfare

and health organizations. Our study was approved by the review board of this
organization. All members of our file provide family care in the sense that they
are giving intensive and long-term

care; that this care springs from the social

link between the patient and the family caregiver; and that this care is not
coming from an organized setting and is not provided within the framework
of professional social care (Beneken genaamd Kolmer, Bongers, Garretsen &
Tellings, 2004). The file of the organization contains addresses of 1236 family
caregivers. All of them received a questionnaire by mail which they could
fill-in anonymously. We received 240 filled-in questionnaires, 236 of which
were usable. This is a response of nearly 20%. Baruch (1999) replicates earlier
findings that response rates of mailed questionnaires are lower than those of
questionnaires distributed by the researcher or others, response rates being
around 20%. He also refers to research which found the main reason for not
responding to be 'too busy'. Given the fact that our respondents are giving
intensive care, often next to multiple other tasks, the response is appropriate.
Table gives some background information about the respondents.
We did two pilots before the definitive questionnaire was developed.
Two different groups of 15 family caregivers filled in preliminary versions
of the questionnaire and afterwards the first author discussed it with them.
The questionnaire was thereupon adjusted. The main alterations implied
1

abbreviatingthe formulationsofthestatementsand makingthem lessabstract.
Respondents could fill in the questionnaire anonymously, at home, and send it
backto us in

stamped envelopethey had received from us. They were not paid
forfilling in the questionnaire.
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Table 1

Descriptive statistics of respondents
Variable:

Percentage

Gender (ref.=men)
Age

77
15 - 34

35 - 44

44 - 54

21

55 - 64
65-74

28

>75

Care recipient

partner
parent
child

Duration of caring

Income (monthly)

Total

3

6

27
15

47
22

18

other family member

8

non-familial relation
0 - 12 months

5

1 - 3 years

1
ii

3 - 5 years

21

5 - 10 years

24

> 10 years

43

0 - 1000 Euro

19

1000 - 2000 Euro

60

> 2000 Euro

21

100 (N =236)

MEASURES

The main actors with respect to care responsibility have been incorporated in
12 statements in the questionnaire (see Appendix 1). In the Netherlands, these

actorsare: familycaregivers,care recipients,health insurers, health professionals,
and the local and national government (Trappenburg, 2000). In the first five
statements, the care responsibility rests primarily with the government; in the

otherseven statements otherparties, indifferent combinations, are responsible.
The 12 statements have been put in the questionnaire in a randomized order.
Respondents were asked to read the statement and to give their opinion about
it. We askedthe respondentsto give their opinion on how they would likethings
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to be (not how things are) in the Netherlands with respect to the division of
care responsibility. They gave their opinion with the help of a four-point rating
scale (see appendix 1). We relatetheir views to perceived stress and joy, general
life-satisfaction, satisfaction as provider of care and the following background
characteristics: nature of the relationship between the family caregiver and
the care recipient, duration of caregiving, educational attainment, household
income, employment status, gender and age. The full definitions of our research
variables are reported in appendix 1.
ANALYSIS
LATENT CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Latentclustermodels werefitted to respondents' re sponses to the 12 state ments
concerningthedivisionof responsibility forcareprovision betweenthestateand
other stakeholders. Prior to analysis, all items were dichotomized by combining
the original answering categories of 'agree strongly' or 'agree slightly' into a
category indicating those agreeing, and by combining the original answering
categories of'disagree strongly' or 'disagree slightly' into a category indicating
thosedisagreeing. Thesoftwareprogram Latent Gold 4.0 (Vermunt&Magidson,
2005) was used to fit 1-cluster through 4-cluster solutions to these data.
Latent Cluster Analysis is used to investigate an observed association among
a set of categorical variables (Goodman, 1974)· Latent clusters are unobservable
(latent) subgroups of respondents which are dissimilar from each other on
certain characteristics. In other words, each cluster contains a homogeneous
group of respondents sharing common interests, values, characteristics, and/or
behaviour. In our exploratory Latent Cluster Analysis, we begin by estimating a
one-cluster model to the data, followed by a two-cluster model, a three-cluster
model, etc., and continuing until one of these models provides an adequate
fit (Magidson & Vermunt, 2001; Vermunt & Magidson, 2005). Once latent
clusters are identified, covariates -such as demographic characteristics or other
exogeneous variables- may be included in the analysis to describe and predict
the latent clusters.
As recommended by Eid, Langeheine, and Diener (2003), in the current
study we assess the fit of each model by using statistical tests and information
criteria. The latter are well-known measures for model-selection from different
statistical models. The best-known criteria are Akaikes Information Criterion
(AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). We explain these below.
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With respect to statistical tests we estimate bootstrap p-values. Given the
relatively large number of items, together with a limited sample size, there was
evidence forsparseness in the cross-tabulation ofthe itemsto be analyzed. With
sparse data (i.e. many empty cells in the cross-tabulation of the items included
in the analysis), the chi-squared test cannot be trusted because the statistic of
this test does not follow a chi-squared distribution. When chi-squared statistics
are available, a good alternative is to estimate the p-value by bootstrapping.
(Vermunt & Magidson, 2005). If the p-value of the bootstrap statistic is larger
than .05, the model is not to be rejected.

Asstatedabove,wereportinformationcriteriatoevaluatethefitofthe Latent
Cluster Analysis Models. Rule of thumb isthat the model with the lowest AIC or
BIC should be chosen (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005). There is no general rule as

to which of these information criteria is preferable. Here, Eid et al. (2003) refer
to findings by Lin and Dayton (1997), who found that AIC is more appropriate
for evaluating relatively complex models, whereas BIC is more appropriate in
the case of relatively simple models. Furthermore, AIC favours models having a
larger number of clusters than BIC does.
RESULTS

MODEL SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF CLUSTERS

reportthefit-statistics forthe Latent Cluster Models for a solution
with one, two, three, and four clusters. From the inspection of the information
criteria, we see that the AIC prefers a four-cluster model, whereas the BIC
prefers a three-cluster solution. Because the three-cluster model fits very well
with respecttothe bootstrap p-value andtaking into considerationthefindings
by Lin and Dayton (1997), we selected the three-cluster model.
In Table 2, we

Table 2.

Goodness-Of-Fit Coefjicients for the Different Latent Cluster Models.
Model:

AIC(LL)

BIC(LL)

df

1-Cluster

2313

2349

144

2-Cluster

2195

2271

131

2248

118

.156

105

.112

3-Cluster

4-Cluster

88

2132
2117

2272

Bootstrap p-value
.002
.038
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We will now discuss the three clusters. In Figures 1,2 and 3 we have arranged
the 12 items for the three clusters such that, more or less, at the left side are
items that imply high responsibility forthe government while at the right side
there are items that imply high responsibility forthe individual. However, there
is no continuum: it is not the case that items from left to right increasingly

imply more individual responsibility or decreasingly imply less governmental
responsibility. Both types of responsibility are not mutually exclusive, they can
be combined, and third parties besides the government and the individual in
some items also bear responsibility, for instance health insurers.
In the following we describe each cluster in terms of the degree to which the
respondents located in that cluster agree with each of the 12 statements.
In Figure 1, we see the scores forthefirst cluster, in which 41% of respondents
are located, the largestcluster. The scores atthe leftsideare high, implying much

responsibility for the government. From the respondents in this cluster 84%
agrees with the statement that the government should provide all people with
free health care (item 1). Also item 3 is popular in this cluster, 73% thinks that
the government should pay family caregivers just like professionals are payed.
Less popular is the statement that the government should provide enough
professional care such that family care becomes superfluous; 41% agrees with
this, item 2. Clearly, more than half of these respondents wish to go on with
their caregiving. This fits with the very high scores on item 4 (the government
enables family caregivers to care for their loved ones through care leave and
caregiver support, 96%) and with the 74% score on item 5 (the government
provides limited professional caregiving, family caregiving therefore is still
necessary).

The majority of family caregivers in this cluster also prefer the government
to leave care arrangements to other parties, see the items in the middle: to
clients (77%, item 6), to clients and family caregivers (83%, item 7), to clients
and health insurers (75%, item 8) and to all three groups (96%, item 9).
Least popular are items at the right side. Only 23% of respondents want the
government to force family caregivers to give care by simply not providing
certain types of professional care (item 10); on|y 11% wishes the government
to leave care entirely to the market; and less than 1% wants the government to
provide no health care at all.

Summarizing, we can say that the respondents in this cluster want both
the government and the individual to be responsible for care, in a joint effort.
The government should provide preconditions for the individual to be able
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to provide care. Professional care should not entirely replace family care but,
rather, should support it. Family caregiving is seen as a fully fledged job which
deserves payment just like professional care and which should be an option:
the government should not force people to provide family care.

pictures the second cluster, in which 31% of the respondents is
located. Here we see a different picture from cluster 1. The scores at the left
Figure

2

side are relatively low, so items in which the government has responsibility
for caregiving are not very popular. Only 29% thinks that the government

should provide free health care (item 1), 27% wishes the government to pay
family caregivers (item 3), and there is zero agreement with item 2, in which

professional caregiving makes family caregiving superfluous. However, family
caregivers in this cluster do not want to be left all alone. The majority of them
(77%) wishes the government to provide limited professional care (item 5) and
more than one-third (37%) wishes the government to support them via care
leave and family care support (item 4).
Figure 1.
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The popularity of individual responsibility isalso reflected inthesupport forthe
items in the middle. That care arrangements should be left to clients (item 6) or
to clients and family caregivers (item 7) is supported by 56% of the respondents
in this cluster, while 48% agrees with the statement that care arrangements
should be lefttoclients and health insurers (item 8) and 59% agrees to allthree
(item 9).

Looking at the items at the right side, we see the wish for autonomy of
these family caregivers also in the 68% who agree with the statement that the
government should force family caregivers to provide care (item 10) and the
54% who thinks the government should provide no health care (item 12). Less
popular is the statement that the government should leave caregiving entirely
to the market (item 11, 26%).
Summarizing, for respondents belonging to cluster 2 the government is not

oronlytoa small degree a partnerin health care. Familycaregivers can manage,
with only little help from the government and, for somewhat more than half
Figure 2.
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of the respondents in this cluster, in arrangements set up together with their
ill loved-ones and with health insurers. These family caregivers want to give
care, and they think they should give care, if necessary with light pressure by
the government.
Figure 3 picturesthethird cluster, in which 28% ofthe respondents is located.

In cluster

3,

scores at the left side are high -just like in cluster 1-, reflecting high

governmental responsibility. That the government provides free health care is
agreed upon by84%(itemi); 65%agreesthatthegovernmentprovidessufficient
professional care, which makes family caregiving superfluous (item 2); and
82% thinks the government should pay family caregivers just like professional
caregivers (item 3). But most popular is the statement in which government
and individual caretogether:'The government enables family caregivers to care
for their loved ones through care leave and caregiver support.', 90% (item 4).

Figure 3.
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Almost half (46%) thinks the government should provide limited professional
care such that family care

is still

necessary (item 5).

With respect to who should arrange care, we see average scores on items 6
and 7,

that care

should be arranged bythe client or bythe client and the family

caregiver (36% and 46%, respectively), whereas there are low scores on items
8 and 9 (1%, clients and health insurers, and 17%, all three parties). Probably,
these family caregivers wish the health insurers to stay out.
Low scores are also to be found at the right side of Figure 3. Only 5% thinks
family caregivers should be forced to provide care (item 10), 14% thinks care

should be left to the market and
health care ata|| (itern 12).

1%

thinks the government should provide no

Summarizing, respondents incluster3 want highgovernmental responsibility
and a strong, supportive government. They do not want to leave care entirely

to the government but they need the government in order to be able to keep
going on with their caregiving. There is little confidence in other parties than
the government for arranging care.

COMPARISON OF CLUSTERS

Another way to look at the clusters is to not picture them one by one in terms of
the 12 items, as we did in Figures 1-3, butto comparethe scores in the clusters on
each of the 12 items. Wedividedthescores intothree groups, namely, low (scores
>30%), average (scores >30% <70%) and high (>70%). We see that respondents
in all three clusters do not wish to leave health care entirely to the free market,

they score low on item 11. On items 5 and 8 we see low scores intwo ofthethree
clusters while in the other cluster the score is average. The other low scores

we see especia||y on items 10,11 and 12, at the right side of the three Figures.
There the government is not a partner in care, family caregivers are forced to
care. The majority of respondents does not want this. With respect to the items
dealing with the question who should make care arrangements, items 6 to 9
in the middle, we see that most respondents score high or moderate. These

that family caregivers have confidence in themselves, in their
ill family member, and in health insurers for arranging care. The new Dutch
health act seems to fit in with this confidence. However, in cluster 3 we see
little confidence in health insurers: almost no respondents in that cluster agree
with the idea of letting health insurers share in arranging care. Anyhow, there
must be attention and help for those family caregivers and their ill loved ones
who do not want or are not able to arrange care themselves. They can be easily
scores suggest
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detected when they turn to a front office care consultant or to a family care
consultant.
Atthe upper part ofTable 3, the left side ofthe Figures, we see a combination
of high, moderate, and low scores, but mostly moderate and high scores. In
the first five items, the government is a partner in care, to a greater or lesser
degree. Especially high score items 4 and 5, in which the government provides
preconditions for caring. Clearly, family caregivers want to care for their loved
ones, and they ask the government to helpthem with that.
Table 3:
Comparison of clusters 1,2 and 3 (% of respondents in each cluster)
Clusters

Cluster

Overall size of cluster
1. Free medical care

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

41%

31%

28%

84%

29%

84%

41%

0%

3. Payed family caregivers

73%

276

65%
82%

4. Supported family caregivers

96%

37%

90%

5. Limited professional caregiving
6. Clients responsible

74%

77%

46%

77%

56%

36%

7. Clients+family caregivers responsible 83%
8. Clients+health insurers responsible
75%

56%

46%

48%

1%

59%

17%

2390

68%

5%

17%

26%

146

7%

54%

1%

2.

Family caregiving superfluous

1

9. Clients+family caregivers+

health insurers responsible
10. Forced family caregiving
11. Caregiving at market
12.

96%

Government provides

no medical care

Note: Itemscores can be distinguished as follows. Italic: low, scores BOX;
regular: average, scores >30% <70%; bold: high, scores 270%)·
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RELATION BETWEEN CLUSTERS AND COVARIATES

Finally, for exploratory purposes, we look at the relation between clusters and

some covariates; that is, we lookatthe relation between, on theone hand, selfreported stress and joy, general life-satisfaction, satisfaction as provider of care

andbackgroundcharacteristicsofrespondentsand,ontheotherhand, belonging
to the clusters. The following background characteristics have been included
in the analyses: nature of the relationship between the family caregiver and
the care recipient, duration of caregiving, educational attainment, household
income, employment status, gender and age. The results of the analyses can be
found in Table 4.
P-values associated with the Wald-test suggest that some of the effects are
significant atthe.05 level, soto some degreethethree clusters can be described
in terms of the chosen covariates. Especially interesting is the relation with
stress: the more stress respondents perceive, the lower the chance that they
belong to cluster i and the higher the chance that they belong to cluster 2 or 3,
other variables held constant.
Compared to respondents who are caring for less than 5 years now,
respondents who are caring between 5 and 10 years now have a higher chance
of belongingto cluster i and a lower chance of belongingto cluster 3. Moreover,

family caregivers with higher educational attainment are more likely to belong
toclusteri and cluster 3, and less likelyto belong to cluster 2 in comparison with
respondents with lower educational attainment. Finally, family caregivers who
are unemployed are more likely to belong to cluster 2, and less likely to belong
to cluster i or 3 in comparison with employed family caregivers.
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Table 4.
Effects Of covariates on cluster membership
Cluster 1

Cluster

2

Cluster 3

Wald

p-value

Variable:

8,026* 0,018

Self-reported stress of caring

-1,208

0,809

0,399

Self-reported joy of caring

-0,214

-0,227

0,441

1,052

0,59

-0,025

0,300

-0,275

3,258

0,20

-0,060

0,092

-0,032

O,090

0,96

Ref

Ref.

Ref

Caring for parent

0,230

-0,324

0,094

0,522

0,77

Caring forchild

General life-satisfacion

family caregiver
Satisfaction as provider of care
Caring relationship:
Caring for partner

0,777

-0,586

-0,191

2,806

0,25

Caring for other family member

-0,283

0,292

-O,009

0,240

0,89

Caring for non-family member
Duration of caring

-0,229

0,056

0,173

0,099

0,95

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.

1,415

-0,042

-1,372

> 10 years

0,216

-0,134

-O,082

0,241

0,89

Sex (ref.=men)

0,763

-0,656

-0,107

3,596

0,17

-0,035

-0,032

0,067

4,809

0,090

Ref.

Ref

Ref

Middle

-0,092

-O,218

0,310

0,480

0,79

Higher

O,609

-1,782

1,173

8,216*

o,oi6

Ref

Ref

Ref.

Unemployed

-0,157

1,346

-1,188

6,362*

0,042

Pensioner

4583

0,934

-1,517

4,899

0,086

Ref

Ref.

Ref

Middle

0,228

-0,118

-0,111

0,182

0,91

High

0,013

0,100

-0,114

O,028

0,99

< 5 years

5 to 10 years

Age

7,231' 0,027

Educational attainment
Lower

Employment status
Employed

Household income
Low

* <.05
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DISCUSSION

family caregivers about their opinion on division
of care responsibility between the government, family caregivers, clients, and
health insurers. We investigated whether different clusters of respondents
could be distinguished and what the relation is with perceived stress and joy
and with several background characteristics. Three clusters of respondents
could be distinguished, which could be described in terms of perceived stress
and in terms of some of the analysed background characteristics.
The results from this study can best be compared to those of Daatland en
Herlofson (2003), mentioned in the Introduction. Their study shows that there
are various positions in between, on the one hand, the view that the family
should be responsible and, on the other hand, that the government should be
responsible forcare. As will beelucidated below, ourstudy replicatesthefinding
that both views do not exclude each other but can be combined. This can be
seen especially in cluster 1. Although the results of our study shed only light on
opinions of Dutch family caregivers on health care arrangements, the outcomes
could be useful for other European countries in which family caregivers play an
In this study, we asked Dutch

important role in health care.
This is an explanatory study. It is a first study directed at family caregivers,
and their views on the division of care responsibility between themselves, the
government, andotherparties. Therespondents are mainly Dutch women (77%)
older than 44(91%).The response rate of this study is rather low. Therefore, the
results of the study cannot be generalized to the entire population of family
caregivers, which enclosesalsoyounger familycaregivers, immigrantsand men.
A survey ofthesegroups is necessary in ordertotestablish whetherthe resultsof
this study hold forthe entire population offamilycaregivers. Another limitation
of the study is, that the respondents are recruited from an organization for
family caregivers. This means that our respondents are relatively autonomous
and able to use facilities in the Dutch society as they are created especially for
family caregivers. Results of our study might be different for family caregivers
who are not associated with such organizations.
THE THREE CLUSTERS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GOVERNMENTAL POLICY
CLUSTER 1'.CARING TOGETHER

Familycaregiversinclusterifind both governmental responsibilityand individual
responsibility very important. The government should enable caregivers to give
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care by providing preconditions like care leave, support, and payment. These
respondents wish to care -professionals should not replace family caregivers-

and they wish to arrange care themselves together with clients and health
insurers. However, they do not want to be forced to provide care.
Clearly, these respondents see the government and the health insurers as
partners in a job that they are willing to perform. From all three clusters, these
respondents have the least chance of stress, they are giving care now between
five and ten years, they are more likely to be highly educated and they are less
likely to be unemployed.
It seems that these respondents picture the ideal family caregiver for the
new policy of the Dutch government as it stems from the Social Support Act, in
which citizens are supposed to be responsible for caregiving but are supported

safety net. For this type of family
caregivers, who seem to be coping well, it is essential that the government
is proactive and offers support before family caregivers start asking for it.
Thus, they can go on giving care as they do, with little stress and in shared
responsibility with the government and health insurers.
by the government, which also serves as

CLUSTER

2:

a

CARING INDIVIDUALLy

Family caregivers who belong to cluster

2

seemingly want to do the caregiving
3 onthe item that

all bythemselves. Theyscore much higherthan clustersi and

saysthe government should provide only limited care, and on the item that says
the government should force family membersto provide care. Theyeven do not
want free medical care. The government clearly is not seen as a partner bythese

family caregivers. Whythis is so, is not clear. Dothey have bad experiences with
governmental support with respect to their caregiving? Are they lost in the
forest of governmental rules and facilities? Or are they extremely self-assured
with respect to their ability to provide care? The fact that they have relatively
more stress seemsto contradictthis. Arethey perhaps extreme political liberals
who find that people ought to provide care themselves, without governmental
support?
The respondents in cluster 2 are hard to interpret. Less than the respondents

in cluster 1, but more than the respondents in cluster 3, they wish to arrange
care together with patients and health insurers. Unemployed caregivers and
caregivers with lower educational attainment have a higher chance to belong
to this cluster. More study is necessary to map out this group; all the more
because this group has relatively more self-reported stress, so they are at risk
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of becoming patients themselves.

to support these family caregivers,
an outreaching approach is necessary. Professionals must call on these family
caregivers and find out why they are so antagonistic towards governmental
care responsibility. When they could be persuaded to accept governmental
support, perhaps this reduces their perceived stress.
In order

CLUSTER 3: GOVERMENT-RESPONSIBLE CARING

of cluster 1, the respondents in this cluster want a high
responsibility forthe state and the most popular arrangement is that, in which
the government enables family caregivers to provide care by giving support
Just like those

and care leave. There are, however, some interesting differences between this
cluster and the other two clusters. From all three clusters, this cluster scores
highest on the item that says the government should provide sufficient care

that family caregiving becomes superfluous, it also scores highest on the
item that says family caregivers should be paid for their job; it scores lowest
on the item that says the government should force family caregivers to care;
and it also scores lowest on the item that says the government provides
limited professional care such that family caregiving is still necessary. It seems
that these family caregivers want the government to care more than they
themselves want to care. Also, these respondents have very little confidence
in health insurers. Whereas they have a low to moderate wish to arrange care
themselves or together with their ill loved one, they have a very low response
on the two items that suggest sharing care arrangement with health insurers.
These respondents seem to recall longingly the welfare state that is history
such

now in most Western countries and, therefore, they fit in badly with the policy
as it is laid down in the new Dutch health act. This group has a higher risk of
stress, a lower chance

of caring between five and ten years, is more likely to

be highly educated and less likely to be unemployed. Most likely, the family
caregivers belongingtothis cluster will need extra help and guidance in dealing

with the consequences of the new act, especially because this group already
perceives relatively much stress, perhaps because they have problems with the

new policy.
THREE

CLUSTERS

OF

FAMILY CAREGIVERS, THE

CAREGIVING

PRACTICE, AND

CAREGIVING SUPPORT

When we try to translate these research results to the practice of caregiving
and of caregiving support, the first important thing is for family care consul-
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tants, front office care consultants, support workers and family nurses to
have knowledge about these three groups of family caregivers. The 12 items
easily can be converted into an instrument for detecting which type of family
is

dealing with:

a

'caring together', a 'caring individually', or a
'government-responsible caring' family caregiver. Professionals thereupon can
attune their approach. For instance, a 'government-responsible caring' type of
family caregiver should not be guided by a professional who assumes that this
caregiver one

person can manage care self-reliantly. The professional should helpthis cluster3 family caregiver on a path leading towards more responsibility for caregiving.
For 'caring individually' family caregivers (cluster 2), another approach is

needed, namely, a more outreaching one. Professionals should invite such
family caregivers, who are non-committal towards external interference, to

expresstheirwishes. Support workers, whovisit people both unsolicited and on
demand,canplaya key roleinthis. Theycantalkinformallywith boththe patient
and the family caregiver, find out what is their view on care responsibility, and
whether or not the caring situation is stressful. In that way, the support worker
can form a bridge between family caregiver and governmental agencies. The
main target of professionals encountering cluster-1 family caregivers ('caring
together') isto keepthem fit bysafeguardingthatthegovernmental part inthe
shared caregiving is okay.
CONCLUSION

This explorative study has differentiated three clusters

within the seemingly

homogeneous group of family caregivers. The government and professionals
should bear these three clusters in mind when developing care policy and care
guiding practice. We believe this is a good start for further mapping out the
group of family caregivers. Especially on those in cluster 2 (caring individually)

more study is required, more understanding of their reluctancy with respect to
governmental support and their perceived stress is necessary.
In this study we didn't focus on a specificgroup offamily caregivers but most
of our respondents were of an advanced age. Further study should focus on a
rather neglected group of family caregivers, namely, young family caregivers.

What are their views on care responsibility? Do they fit in one of the clusters
above or do they form a separate cluster? The views of family caregivers are
important but without the views of care recipients -the ones that are cared
for- it is still impossible to make an integrated health care policy and to give a
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completecareguidingpractice. Thesameinstrumentused inthisstudy, could be
used with them. A healthy health care system begins where family caregivers,
clients, and professionals meet and find a joint path that fits them all.
STATISTICAL COMMENT

this contribution, we investigate how Dutch family caregivers view the
division of care responsibility among different parties. In such public opinion
research, researchers are often interested in identifying certain groups (or
clusters) of individuals within their sample which hold qualitatively different
views on issues in which the investigator is interested. To examine such issues,
several cluster-analytic statistical modeling techniques are available to the
In

investigator.
Here, we opted for the Latent Class Cluster (LCC) model. This model
identifies clusters which group together persons who share similar interests/
values/characteristics/ behavior. The latter are measured by the items in a
questionnaire. The items of interest are combined in a cross-tabulation, which

then subjected to statistical modeling. This LCC model has the following
advantages: 1) variables of nominal and ordinal measurement level can easily
be analyzed, without imposing stringent statistical assumptions concerning
the distribution of variables included in the analyses. 2) Persons are classified
into clusters based upon membership probabilities estimated directly from
the model. 3) The fit of this model to the data can be evaluated using several
statistical criteria. We depictthe nature of the model in Figure 4, which includes
four manifest categorical variables A through D-the items or indicators in a
questionnaire-, and one latent variable X, which is assumed to be categorical in
nature. Each category of this latent variable represents a cluster of individuals
who tend to choose certain alternatives on the manifest variables given their
latent/underlying cluster membership.
is

Figure 4.

A basic latent class model.

-A

11 -,· B
X
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As the Figure shows, the model assumes that cluster membership (variable X)
explains each respondent's standing on a manifest variable (the items in the

questionnaire, variables A through D). Applied to our studythis means that the
manifest variables are the 12 statements about care responsibility, and that
caregivers' opinions about these statements are systematically influenced by
the cluster they belong on the latent cluster variable. A basic LCC analysis often
proceeds explorative. The investigator estimates several models which differ in
the numberof clustersthatthe latent variable X is assumedto have. Toselectthe

model which shows an acceptable fittothe data, one can use several statistical
tests and measures of goodness-of-fit. Unfortunately, standard statistical tests
are often of limited use when distributional assumptions are not met, and this
was also the case in our study. To deal with this issue, we used

a

recommend

procedure called bootstrapping. This procedure generates statistics (e.g. for the
fit of a particular model) over a very large number of replications, with samples
drawn with replacement from the data set. This replication procedure yields a

more reliableestimateofthestatistic. In addition, we used socalled information
criteria -Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC)- which are standard tools in this method. They allow choosing
between competing models (as in our case between models which differ with
respect to the number of latent clusters).
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APPENDIXl

Operational definitions Of the research variables
Variable

Operational definitions

Range of values

Cronbach's

alpha

Attitudes
1. The government provides all people with free
towards the medical care IFree medical carel.
division of
responsibi- 2. The government provides sufficient profeslity for care sional caregiving, family caregivingtherefore is
provision
superfluous. IFamily caregiving superfluousl
between the
state and
3. The government pays family caregivers just
other stake- like professional caregivers. Ipayedfamily careholders
giversl

1

=

Disagree

strongly
4 = Agree

strongly

4. The government enables family caregivers to
care fortheir loved ones (through care leave and

caregiver support). Isupportedfamily caregiversl
5. The government provides limited professional

caregiving, family caregivingtherefore is still
necessary. Wmited professional caregiving]
6. The government leaves it to clients to arrange
the care they need. [C/ients responsibie]
7. The government leaves itto clients and their
familycaregivers to arrange the carethey need.
Wlients+family caregivers responsiblel

8. The government leaves it to clients and their

health insurers to arrange the carethey need.
Wlients+health insurers responsiblel
9. The government leaves it to clients, their
family caregivers, and their health ensurers

to arrange the care they need. [C/ients+famuy
caregivers+health insurers responsiblel

government forces family caregivers
to give care (for instance because assessment
boards assume, when making a needs assessment, that family caregivers will perform particulartasks). IForced family caregiving]
10. The

The government should not interfere and
leave 'caregiving' to the 'market' Icciregiving at

11.

marketl
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Variable

Operational definitions

Range of values

Cronbach's

alpha
Experienced
stress of caring
(index based on
mean score of

item-ratings)

12. The government does not pro1=a lot ofstress
2 = a little stress
vide medical care. [Government
3 = no stress
provides no medical carel
Please indicate for each of the fol- [Note: reversed in analysis, with higher scores
lowing the degree of stress that
indicating higher level Of
you experience when providing
care in each of these areas:
stress]
1.

.56

practical matters

2. domestic help
3. personal care
4. personal support

1=a lot ofjoy
2=a littlejoy

Experienced joy
of caring (index

Please indicate for each of the fol-

based on mean
score of item-ra-

experience when providing care in 3 = no joy
each of these areas:
INote: reversed in analysis, with higher scores
1. practical matters
2. domestic help
indicating higher level

tings)

General life-sa-

lowingthe degree of joy that you

3. personal care
4. personal support

ofjoyl

How satisfied areyou currently

very satisfied
4 = very dissatisfied
[Note: reversed in analysis, with higher scores
indicating higher level Of

tisfaction family

with:

caregiver

1. the support from your social
network
2. your health/physical condition
3. your financial situation
4. your selfrespect

Satisfaction as
provider of care

Suppose you hadtogradeyour

satisfaction aboutyour position
as a provider of care, what grade
would you give?

1=

1=

very dissatisfied

10 = very satisfied

Which person do you provide with 1

ship

care

intensively?

.65

satisfactionl

Caring relation-

most

·70

=

partner

2 - parent

(father/mother)
3 = child
4 = other family member
5=

other member from

social network (friend,

neighbour)

Duration of care- For howlong have youbeenprogiving
viding care?

Educational at-

tainment

What isyour highest completed
level of education?

1=less than 5 years
2 = 5 to 10 years

3 = more than 10 years
i = lower level education
2 = middle level
education

3 = highereducation
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Variable

Operational definitions

Range of values

Household income

Couldyou indicatethe net
monthly household income of
which you are a member?

1 = less than 1000 Euro

Employment

What isyourcurrent employ-

1 = employed

status

ment

status?

Cronbach's
alpha

2 = between 1000
and 2000 Euro
3 = more than 2000 Euro

2 = unemployed

3 = pensioner
Gender

The sex of the interviewee

o = male

1 = female
Age

How old are you?
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age measured

in

years
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Reflection: The art of meeting each other

The title of this thesis

is

Family care and care responsibility: the art Of meeting

each other. Providing family care is coloured by the relationship between the

caregiver and the ill person who receives care, and also by the contacts the
family caregiver has with professionals, with volunteers, and with civil servants.
Therefore, meetingeach otherandconnectingareessential inthefield offamily
care.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND MAIN RESULTS

- How can'family care' be defned and what is it's relation with informal care and
professional care? In Chapteri, different definitionsoffamilycarewere compared andthe following

definition offamily care hasbeen proposed'intense and long-term care given by
laymen from the patient's direct social environment, springing from the social
link between the patient and the family caregiver, not coming from an organized
setting and not provided within the framework Of professional social care'. Th\s

definition helps us to distinguish family care from volunteer work and mutual
patient contact groups. Each of these three forms of care has it's own niche in
the field of informal care and are complementary.
- Why do individuals care for each other and what constitutes the health care
responsibility Of the liberal state? -

focussed on the process of communalization. Communalization of
health care refers to the increasing responsibility of citizens to look after their
ill or handicapped fellow members of society and to provide care to them.
Governments in Western Europe more and more develop health care policies
directed at communalization of health care. This chapter discussed the care
Chapter

2

responsibilities of individuals based on the views of the philosophers Buber,
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Levinas, and Ricoeur and of the family therapist Boszormenyi-Nagy. The care
responsibility of the state was discussed in terms of the views of the political

philosophers Rawls and Daniels and this was linked to right liberal, left liberal,
and christian-democrat viewsonthe care responsibilityofthestate. Thereupon,

four criteria for

a

proper communalization of health care were proposed,

namely:
Individuals should beenabledtocare forothers sothese individuals can lead

1

a meaningful life;

2 But measures should be taken to prevent individual caretakers to become
overburdened, because this threatens individuals' possibilities of leading a
3

meaningful life;
Communalization should occur while retainingthe principlethat health care
is a primary good, and thus the government should fund institutions that
advance health

care;

4 The government should provide health care that aids the restoring of
patients towards becoming free and equal citizens again, but should also
provide health care for those patients who can never again become totally
free and equal citizens.

Wearguedthatthesecriteriacan bemetbestina policy, in whichthegovernment
positively stimulates the patient to arrange her own care and nursing. Also,
this policy should enable relatives to provide care and nursing by giving them
material and psychological support when they choose to provide care to their
relatives. If patients and relatives refuse or are not able, the government should
provide care and nursing, we said. We finally looked closely at several measures
in the just reformed Dutch health care system and discussed how far these
measures meet our criteria for a proper communalization of health care.
- Why do long-term family caregivers provide care and how much stress and
joy do they experience when providing care, in relation to their motivation for
caregiving? Chapter 3 dealt with the question how long-term family caregivers rank 12

motives forcaregiving. Motives werederived fromthe views ofthe philosophical
anthropologists and the family therapist mentioned above and they were
related to self-reported stress and joy and to several different background
characteristics of respondents. Motives that focus on feelings concerning the
relationship between caregiver and care recipient were more popular as a first
choice than motives stemming from feelings of obligation or
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of happiness and were also more popular than more self-directed motives. An
analysis of full ranking data showed that two groups can be distinguished,
one group of family caregivers with mixed motives and one group of family
caregivers with motives that focus on reciprocal mutually-equal relationships.
The latter are mainly women taking care for a partner or a child, the former

reported high levels of stress. We concluded that intervention programs and
health policy with respect to family caregivers should be directed more at the

family system. Moreover, a systemic policy could help to prevent the growth of
a new group of patients: family caregivers. In a society where the responsibility
for providing care more and more is put in the hands of individual citizens, it
is of major importance to watch the limits of family care and to safeguard the
strength of family caregivers. Therefore, intervention programs and the policy
they stem from should help preserving systemic relations where they are in
good order, improving them where they are disturbed, and stimulating them
where growth is still possible. Providing care to each other thus can remain in
balance.

- What are the views of family caregivers on how care responsibility should
be divided among the government, citizens and health insurers and is there a
relationship between those views and their perceived stress and joy of family
caregivers? -

In chapter 4, we asked family caregivers about their opinion on division of care

responsibility between the government, family caregivers, clients, and health
insurers. We investigated whether different clusters of respondents could be
distinguished -using Latent Cluster Analysis- and what the relation is with
perceived stress and joy and with several background characteristics. Three
clusters of respondents could be distinguished:

a

'caring together', a 'caring
individually', and a 'government-responsible caring' cluster. Family caregivers
in cluster 1 attach great importance to both governmental responsibility
and individual responsibility. Family caregivers who belong to cluster 2 want

themselves to take full responsibility for caregiving, and caregivers in cluster
3 want the government to take most of the responsibility for caregiving.
Unemployed caregivers and caregivers with lower educational attainment
havea higherchanceto belongtothe'caring individually' clusterandthis group
has relatively more self-reported stress. Policymakers and professionals should
bear these threeclusters in mind when developing care policyand care guiding
practice.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This is an exploratory study. It is a first study directed at family caregivers, their

motives for providing care, and their views on the division of care responsibility
between themselves, the government, and other parties. The respondents
are mainly Dutch women (77%) older than 44 (91%). Therefore, the results of
the study cannot be generalized to he entire population of family caregivers,

which encloses also younger family caregivers, immigrants, and men. A survey
of these groups is necessary in order to establish whether the results of this
study hold for the entire population of family caregivers. Another limitation
of the study is, that the respondents are recruited from an organization for
family caregivers. This means that our respondents are relatively autonomous
and able to use facilities in the Dutch society as they are created especially for
family caregivers. Results of our study might be different for family caregivers

who are not associated with such organizations. Some study has been done
into a specific group of family caregivers, namely, young family caregivers.
In the study of Pakenham, Bursnall, Chiu, Cannon and Okochi (2006) these
young family caregivers between 10 and 25 years and the psychosocial impact
of their caregiving to a parent with an illness or disability, are the main focus.
Compared to noncaregivers, the young caregivers reported higher levels of
responsibilities, perceived maturity, worry, activity restrictions and isolation.
Theyalso reported less relianceon problem-solvingcoping, highersomatization
and lower life-satisfaction. Mapping out this group of young family caregivers
in terms of motives for caregiving and views on care responsibility could add
to the study of Pakenham et al. and help preventing these young people from
becoming overburdened. Dothey fit in one of the clusters found and discussed
in our study or do they form a separate cluster? Do they need a special

treatment?
However, there is a more urgent type of research, following from the results
of this study. The quantitative findings of this study ask for a qualitative

exploring of the relations between family caregivers and care recipients in
the family system. They should all be questioned on their perception of the
situation, of the communication and the contacts in the family sincethe illness
And these perceptions should be compared to each other.
Thus, relational and situational characteristics like role reversal, loyalty, division
of tasks and coping with the situation can be studied thoroughly. Also with
ofthe

care recipient.

respect to their view on care responsibility, it is important to speak with the
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entire family. If there are differences on this point within the family, this is an
object of concern.
A new element in our study was that we asked not only how much stress
family caregivers experience from different care tasks but also how much
joy they experience. The respondents reported both stress and joy, but they
reported somewhat more joy than stress. This is noticeable, given that we are
dealing here with people who are giving long-term and intensive care. In a
qualitative study, it could be investigated what contributes to the stress and
joy of caring of family caregivers and what diminishes this stress and joy.
The results of the qualitative studies proposed here, can contribute to
an integrated health care policy and a complete care guiding practice in the
framework of family care support.
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE: THE FAMILY SYSTEM, THE CARE TRIAD AND THE ARENA
OF CARE

The subtitle of this thesis 'the art of meeting each other' has been chosen
intentionally. Meetingeach other involves some kind of relationship. As we have
seen, this relational element is a leitmotiv in the results of this study. What do
these results mean for policy and practice with respect to family care?
In the following sections, the relationship between the family caregiver
and the care recipient (i.e., the family system) is being discussed, followed by
the relationship between family caregivers, care recipients, and professionals
(i.e., the care triad), and, finally, the relationship between family caregivers,
care recipients, professionals, the market, and the government (i.e., the arena
of care). Results from this thesis will be translated to policy and practice with
respect to these three relationships, and for each of them an instrument will
be discussed that helps developing the art of meeting each other, that is, in the
family system, the care triad, and the arena of care.
THE

FAMILY

SYSTEM:

THE

RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN

CAREGIVER AND CARE

RECIPIENT

This relationship, the social relationship between caregiver and care recipient,

the foundation of our conceptual analysis of 'family care' as it has been
performed in Chapter 1. All definitions of'family care' discussed in that chapter
contain this social relationship as a defining characteristic of family care. The
relationship, which existed already before the care recipient started needing
is
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care, is a prerequisite for family care. It marks the difference between family
care and professional care, and between familycareand other forms of informal
care, such as volunteer care

and self-help groups.

It turns out that this social relationship is also leading when we ask family
caregivers why they provide long-term and intensive care to their loved ones
(Chapter 3). The motives for providing care that are chosen most often are
directed at feelings concerning the relationship between caregiver and care
recipient: feelings of responsibility for the dependent other, and of highly
estimating the relationship with the care recipient. Motives derived from
feelings of duty, from feelings of general wellbeing, or from individual wishes
are chosen significantly less often. Even family caregivers who are providing
care already for manyyears still perceive the relationship with the care recipient
as reciprocal and equal, even despite the dependency of the latter.9
An important finding is, that family caregivers who have a preference for
so-called relational motives, have less chance of perceiving stress than family
caregivers who have a mix of motives forprovidingcare. The causal relationship,
however, is not clear. That is, it might be the case that a directedness at the
relationship with the care recipient protects the caregiver from perceiving
(much) stress, but it might also be the case that perceiving little stress enables
the caregiver to focus on the relationship with the care recipient. Further
research is needed here, but whatever is the case, it will be clear that being
directed atthe relationship is central and it should be a starting point for future
health care practice and health care policy.
The health care system essentially is directed at the ill person, the patient.
This is the case especially in primary care. Family doctors, specialists and nurses

are primarily busy with the patient and his or her need for cure and for care.
Health care is 'client-centered' in this sense of the word. When the Dutch
government, from the eighties of the foregoing century onwards, proposed to
reduce primary care and stimulate family care, one of the consequences has
been that a large group of people came on the scene who, no doubt, had been
there before but not as visible. Since then, societal and scientific interest has
focused on family caregivers. Just like associations of patients stand up for the
interests of patients, meanwhile there are many associations and about 213
support centers that fight for the interests of family caregivers (Mezzo, 2007)·
9 The motives for providing care have been the fundament in the development of
the training for family caregivers entitled:'Mantelzorg: wat bezielt me?' (Beneken
genaamd Kolmer, 2006).
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This family caregiver support is mostly directed at the individual caregiver:

relaxation weekends, support and advice over the telephone, brochures,
personal, social and legal advice, contacts with fellow-sufferers, and training

(ibid.). Organisations for family care support miss opportunities here for
focussing on the relationship between family caregiver and care recipient. It
looks like this relationship has been forgotten, even though this relationship is
at the heart of family care.
A RELATIONAL APPROACH IN FAMILY

CARE SUPPORT

How could support programms focus onthe relationship mentioned above? For
instance within family M. in which mother is partly paralyzed bya stroke. Father

and daughters, each in his or her own way, feel responsible for her and have
taken up many domestic tasks, while the mother feels guilty about her illness.
Each of them runs into problems. At a certain point, the caregiving daughter is
supervised by a family care consultant, the other daughter by regional child care
service, the father by a psychologist and the mother has her own nurse. Instead
of four different care workers who approach this family as a set of individuals it
could be more helpful to have one care workerguidingthis familyas a system. In
this way, family care support takes the shape of family guidance in which each
family member learns to deal with the situation and there is extra attention for
the endangered reciprocity between the caregivers and the care recipient.
Relational aspects as role reversal, communication or loyalty issues could be
the starting point for familycaresupport, both in families wherethe relationship
is under pressure because of the illness of the care recipient and in families
where the relationship is the motor for sharing care with each other.
Social workers, nurses, support workers, case managers and family care
consultants could be given this task as a part of regular assistance. It all begins

first stage of a care process- of providing help to a
care recipient. Already in that phase there should be attention for the family
system. We suggest that the professional could map the family by making an
analysis of the relations and positions within the family system: their needs;
their strengths; their weaknesses and problems (Appendix describes an
instrument for doing that). In that way, 'family caregiver support' turns into
'family support'(Beneken genaamd Kolmer, 2007).
in the intake phase -the

1
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THE

CARE

TRIAD: THE

RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN

FAMILY CAREGIVERS, CARE

RECIPIENTS, AND PROFESSIONALS

the foregoing section we mentioned professionals who counsel a family
system in a relational approach of family caregiver support. Such professionals
form part of what can be named the 'care triad'. But what exactly is their role in
such a relational approach? Three different views on the role of the professional
can be derived from this study, especially from Chapter 4. In the first view
In

(caring together), family caregivers and professionals are colleagues at the bed

of the patient. Both are being paid, but the family caregiver is in charge. The
familycaregiver wants to provide care herself, supported bythe professional. In
the second view (caring individually), the professional should not interfere with
the family caregiver and the care recipient. These family caregivers do not want

to be paid and do not want too much professional care. They seem to opt more
for a care duo than for a care triad.
In the third view (government-responsible caring), family caregivers and
professionals are again colleagues, but now the professional is in charge. Next
to familycaregivers wantingto be paid, manyof them wish familycaregivingto

sufficient amount of professional care. The first view
is dominant among the participants in our study (41%), the second and third
group are about equal in size (31% and 28%, respectively).
In the three views, the role of the care recipient, the patient, differs. In the
'caring together' view, the patient has a high care responsibility, which he or
she can share with the family caregiver. In the second view, this responsibility
of the patient is somewhat lower, but still high. In the third view, both the care
recipient and the family caregiver have low care responsibility.
Howfamilycaregivers-and of coursealso patients- view care responsibility, is
important information for professionals. When, for instance, a family caregiver
wants to take the lead, the professional can keep at a distance but also warn
the family caregiver for a possible overburdening. Therefore, it is important
that professionals already in their first contacts with family caregivers discuss
become superfluous by

a

mutual expectations about each others role and make arrangements about
these roles.
Insight in the care triad with its interdependencies could be an important
issue in family caregiving support programs, in training and instruction of
professionals, and in family caregiving policy. In Appendix 2, the care triad and

the relational approach in which the caretriad
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inthe form of atoolkit fortrainingand instruction in health care.'° The following
topics are being discussed: approaching family caregivers and care recipients
together; boundaries and expectations in health care; problems of family
caregivers (physical, practical, mental, financial and social); interaction and
positions between family caregivers, care recipients and professionals; family
care network.

THE ARENA OF CARE: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FAMILY CAREGIVERS, CARE
RECIPIENTS, PROFESSIONALS, THE MARKET AND THE GOVERNMENT

In the arena of care, we find

the family system and the caring triad surrounded
by the market and the government. It is here that the different parties meet.
Sometimesthese parties attunetheir activities, for instance in the Dutch 'chain
care' for people with acquired brain damage", sometimes they work at crosspurposes, like in the example of the family M., given above. In the arena of care,
rulesand actsobtain, likethe Social Support Act. Thisact requires municipalities
to make policy on so-called achievement fields, one of which is family care.
Municipalities and professional care organisations should cooperate on this.
Our study, and especially the criteria for a just health care policy as developed
in Chapter 2, can be used for analyzing and assessing plans and programs with
respect to care responsibility and family care. With these criteria, municipalities
and professional care organisations can make their policy 'family care proof',
such that care responsibility of family caregivers ends where it starts to cause
the reverse of whatthis very responsibility is intended to achieve. For when care

responsibility becomes so much a burden that it, for instance, threatens the
relationships in the family system, then the bounds of the caring responsibility
are beingtransgressed. Thus, familycare policy in general and, morespecifically,
family care support ought to be directed at maintaining the relationships in
the family. In appendix 3, these criteria are listed (see also chapter 2 for these
criteria).

'° This toolkit has been developed for educators in the field of family care in the Netherlands (Beneken genaamd Kolmer, Op den Buijs, Bongers & Garretsen, 2004).
" See for more information aboutchains and networks in the Netherlands:
http://www.ketens-netwerken.nl/Pages/Programmas.html
See for more information about chains and networks for people with acquired
brain damage in the Netherlands: http://www.nahcoordinatie.nl/index.php.
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Family caregivers have their own view on how care responsibility should be
divided between themselves and other parties, and in Chapter 4 we have seen

that three types of family caregivers can be distinguished in this respect. Caring
together caregivers see the government and the health insurers as partners in
a job that they are willingto perform. These respondents have the least chance
of self-reported stress compared to the other two types. Caring individually
caregivers want to do the caregiving all by themselves. The government is not
seen as a partner by these family caregivers. This group has relatively more
self-reported stress. Government-responsible caring caregivers want a high
responsibility for the state. They want the government to care more than they
themselves want to care. Also, these respondents have very little confidence in
health insurers. This group has relatively more self-reported stress.
For family care consultants, front office care consultants, support workers
and familynurses itcould beof useto have knowledgeaboutthesethree groups

of family caregivers. As we have also mentioned

items of
the questionnaire we have used, can easily be converted into an instrument for
detecting which type of family caregiver one is dealing with: a 'caringtogether',
a 'caring individually', ora 'government-responsiblecaring' familycaregiver (see
Appendix 4). Professionals thereupon can attune their approach. Working with
this instrument leads to the following three approaches.
1 For 'caring together' family caregivers, who seem to be coping well, it is
essential that the professional is proactive and offers support before family
caregivers start asking for it. In that way they can go on giving care as they
do, with little stress and in shared responsibility with other parties.
2 For'caringindividually' familycaregivers, anoutreachingapproach isneeded.
Professionals could invite these family caregivers, who are non-committal
towards external interference, to express their wishes. Support workers,
who visit for instance elderlycouples in the community, could playa key role
in this. They can talk informally with both the care recipient and the family
caregiver, find out what is their view on care responsibility, and whether or
not the caring situation is stressful.
3 For 'government-responsible caring' family caregivers, a guiding approach
in Chapter 4, the

12

is needed. The professional could help these family caregivers on a path
leadingtowards more responsibility for caregiving.
The views of family caregivers are important but without the views of

care recipients -the ones that are cared for- it
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still impossible to make an
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integrated health care policy and to give a complete care guiding practice.
The same instrument used in this study, could be used with them.
A healthy health care system begins where family caregivers, care
recipients and professionals meet each other in the arena of health care.
The art of meeting each other is essential in the process of increasing
responsibility of family-members to look aftertheir ill or handicapped lovedones.
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APPENDIXl.

A RELATIONAL MODEL
This model helps mapping the relationship between care recipient and family

caregiver(s):2

A Information
1 Communication (both verbal and non-verbal)
- How do family members communicate?
- Who is mostlytalking?
- How do family members react to each other?
- Can a pattern be detected?
2 Parentification

- Has one of the children picked upthe parental role? How isthis shown?
- Has one of the parents picked up the child role? How isthis shown?

3 Hierarchy
- Who is in charge in the family?
- What arethe power relations in the family?

4 Stage of life
- In what stage of life is this family? (parents with young children, with
adolescents, parents with children living at their own, couples with no

children)

- What kind of pedagogical interaction do parents and children have in
this stage of life? (for instance, a family with young adolescents have
discussions and negotiations)
5

Traumatic experiences

- Are there one or more traumatic experiences in the history of this family?
How is this shown?
- Have all family members coped with this/these experiences? How is this
shown?

':

This model is part of'Methode Familiezorg' developed by D. M. Beneken genaamd
Kolmer forthe Foundation of Family Care, Midden-Brabant, The Netherlands, 2006.
The model is based on the definition of family care mentioned in chapter i and
on the results of our study of motives of family caregivers in chapter 3. 'Methode
Familiezorg' is part of several training- and educational programmes in thefield of

familycare.
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6 Loyalty
- Are family members loyal towards each other? How is this shown?
- Can a pattern of loyalties between the family members be sketched?
7 Acknowledgement
- To what degree do the different family members accept and value each
other in their role? (for instance, does the mother give compliments to the
is

helping her?)
- Can a pattern be sketched in behavior between family members? (for
instance, doesthe father always accept and value one of the children?)

daughter when she

B Analyses
1
What arethe problems (in general) in this family?
- What are the strengths of this family?
- What arethe weaknesses of this family?
- What is the influence of social context?
2 What isthe central question of this family?
3 How could this question be answered?
- Are there any other professionals involved?
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APPENDIX 2

TOOLKIT FOR SCHOOLING AND TRAINING IN HEALTH
1

CARE13

APPROACHING FAMILY CAREGIVERS AND CARE RECIPIENTS TOGETHER

By approaching problems from a systems perspective,

the entire need of the

family forhelpand supportcan bemappedandthe professional gainsan insight
into the ability of the family to deal with the problems. The professional helps
the family to get a clear view at their problems and supports the family system
by means of follow-up and evaluative sessions.
2 BouNDARIES AND EXPECTATIONS

IN HEALTH CARE

Both professionals and family caregivers have their limits with respect to the

help they can give and the help they want to give. Care recipients have their
limits with respecttothecaretheywanttoreceive. The professional makesthese
limits explicit and by that she clarifies the care situation. Mutual expectations
are expressed.
3 PROBLEMS OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS

In order to prevent overburdening of family caregivers the professional points
out bottlenecks in five areas (physical, practical, mental, financial and social)
4 INTERACTION AND POSITIONS BETWEEN FAMILY CAREGIVERS, CARE RECIPIENTS AND PROFESSIONALS

The professional defines her fundamental attitude in the caring triad and

respects the fundamental attitude of family caregivers and care recipient. The
professional points out positions in the caringtriad resulting from, for instance,
claim behaviourofthe care recipient, refusal ofcare, sorrow offamily members,

claiming of care by family caregivers, or differences between professional care
and family care.

13 This is a summary of the

toolkit, see: Beneken genaamd Kolmer et al. (2004). This
toolkit is part of'Methode Familiezorg'. It is based on the definition of family care
mentioned in chapter i and on an expertmeeting 'education and training' in which
policymakers, health care professionals, trainers and family caregivers discussed
the most important topics regarding family care and health care education (2004,
Ede-Wageningen).
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5 FAMILY CARE NETWORK

The professional has knowledge of the social map, which enables hertosupport
and guide family caregivers in the framework of familial care. Professionals

provide information to care recipient and family caregiver, for instance about
syndrome or clinical picture of the care recipient, possibilities for family
caregiver support, supportive contacts with other family caregivers, help from

volunteers, needs assessment and possibilities for individual budget.
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APPENDIX 3:

CRITERIA FOR ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAMS AND POLICIES IN THE

FRAMEWORK OF CARE
RESPONSIBILITY AND FAMILY CARE14
1

Individuals should beenabled tocare forothers sothese individuals can lead

a meaningful life;
2 But measures should be taken to prevent individual caretakers to become
overburdened, because this threatens individuals' possibilities of leading a
3

meaningful life;
Communalization should occur while retainingthe principlethat health care
is a primary good, and thus the state should fund institutions that advance

health care;
4 The government should provide health care that aids the restoring of
patients towards becoming free and equal citizens again, but also should
provide health care for those patients who can never again become totally
free and equal citizens.

14
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APPENDIX 4

|NSTRUMENT FOR DETECTING THREE DIFFERENT VIEWS OF FAMILY CAREGIVERS ON
CARE RESPONSIBILITY15

Ask the family caregiver to give her opinion on the propositions below. Make a

figure of the choices in which:
* all 'don't agrees' are low scores ((30)
* all 'agrees' are average scores (>30 < 70)
* all 'very much agrees' are high scores (scores >70)
The government provides all people with free medical care

1

IFree medical carel.
I
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
2 The government provides sufficient

professional

caregiving, family

caregivingtherefore is superfluous. [Fami/y caregiving superfluousl
I
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
3 The government pays family caregivers just like professional caregivers.
Wayedfamily caregiversl
I
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
4 The government enables family caregivers to care for their loved ones

(through care leave and caregiver support). Isupportedfamily caregiversl
I
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
5 The government provides limited professional caregiving, family caregiving
therefore is still necessary. ILimited professional caregivingl
I
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
6 The government leaves itto clients to arrangethe care they need.
Iclients responsiblel
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
7 The government leaves it to clients and their family caregivers to arrange
the care they need. Wlients+family caregivers responsiblel
I

very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
8 The government leaves it to clients and their health insurers to arrange the
I

care they need.\Clients + health insurers responsiblel
I

'4

very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree

See also

chapter 4
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9 The government leaves it to clients, their family caregivers, and their health
ensurers to arrange the carethey need.

Iclients + familycaregivers + health insurersresponsiblel
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
10 The government forces family caregivers to give care (for instance because
assessment boards assume, when making a needs assessment, that family
caregivers will perform particulartasks). IForcedfamily caregivingl
I

very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
The government should not interfere and leave 'caregiving' to the 'market'
I

11

Waregiving at marketl
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
The government does not provide medical care.
I

12

IGovernment provides no medical carel
I
very much agree / I agree/ I don't agree
Compare the individual score with the three figures below for an estimation of
the view of the individual family caregiver.

* figure 1: caringtogether
* figure
* figure

2:
3:

caring individually
government responsible caring
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Figure 2.

Caring individually
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Summary

The heartoffamilycare is wherecare is beinggiven: inthe family. Family members
have questions, problems and wishes with respect to care. Increasingly, family
members are made responsible forcaregiving. This increased care responsibility
is a consequence of the changing society and has important consequences for
practice, where patients and family caregivers meet. Often, family caregivers
who are providing long-term and intensive care are doing fine, they experience
joy. But many family caregivers are overburdened, both psychic, social, financial
and physical. Family care and care responsibility are the main topics of this
thesis. In the first two chapters we look at these topics from a theoretical point

of view and in the other two chapters we studied them empirically. The thesis
ends with general conclusionsand 4 instruments for policymakers, health care
educators and health care professionals to apply in their daily practice.
-How can 'family care' be dejined and what is it's relation with informal care and
professional care?In Chapteri, differentdefinitionsoffamilycare were compared andthe following

definition of family care has been proposed 'intense and long-term care given
by laymen from the patient's direct social environment, springing from the
social link between the patient and the family caregiver, not coming from an
organized setting and not provided within the framework of professional social
care'. This definition helped us to distinguish family care from volunteer work
and mutual patient contact groups. These three forms of care have their own
niche in the field of informal care and are complementary.
-Why do individuals care for each other and what constitutes the health care
responsibility of the liberal state?Chapter 2 focuses on the process of communalization. Communalization of
health care refers to the increasing responsibility of citizens to look after their
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ill or handicapped fellow members of society and to provide care to them.
Governments in Western Europe more and more develop health care policies

directed at communalization of health care. This chapter discusses the care
responsibilities of individuals based on the views of the philosophers Buber,
Levinas, and Ricoeur and of the family therapist Boszormenyi-Nagy. The care
responsibility of the state is discussed in terms of the views of the political

philosophers Rawls and Daniels and this is linked to right liberal, left liberal, and
christian-democrat viewsonthecare responsibilityofthe state. Thereupon, four

criteria for a proper communalization of health care are proposed, namely:
Individualsshould beenabledtocare forothers sothese individualscan lead

1

a meaningful life;

2 But measures should be taken to prevent individual caretakers to become
overburdened, because this threatens individuals' possibilities of leading a
meaningful life;
Communalization
should occur while retainingthe principlethat health care
3
is a primary good, and thus the government should fund institutions that
advance health care;
4 The government should provide health care that aids the restoring of
patients towards becoming free and equal citizens again, but should also
provide health care for those patients who can never again become totally
free and equal citizens.
These criteria can be met best in a policy, in which the government positively
stimulates the patient to arrange her own care and nursing. Also, this policy
should enable relatives to provide care and nursing by giving them material
and psychological support when they choose to provide care to their relatives.
If patients and relatives refuse or are not able, the government should provide
care and nursing. We look closely at several measures in the just reformed
Dutch health care system and discuss how farthese measures meet our criteria

for a proper communalization of health care.

-Why do long-term family caregivers provide care and how much stress and
joy do they experience when providing care, in relation to their motivation for
caregiving?Chapter 3 deals with the question how long-term family caregivers rank 12
motives for caregiving. Motives are derived from the views of the philosophical

anthropologists and the familytherapist mentioned above and they are related
toself-reported stress andjoyandtoseveral different background characteristics
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of respondents. Motives that focus on feelings concerning the relationship
between caregiver and care recipient are more popular as a first choice than
motives stemming from feelings of obligation or a general feeling of happiness
and are also more popular than more self-directed motives. An analysis of full
ranking data shows that two groups can be distinguished, one group of family
caregivers with mixed motives and one group of family caregivers with motives
that focus on reciprocal mutually-equal relationships. The latter are mainly
women taking care for a partner or a child, the former report high levels of
stress. Intervention programs and health policy with respectto familycaregivers
should be directed more atthe family system. Moreover, a systemic policy could

help to prevent the growth of a new group of patients: family caregivers. In

society where the responsibility for providing care more and more is put in
the hands of individual citizens, it is of major importance to watch the limits
a

of family care and to safeguard the strength of family caregivers. Therefore,
intervention programs and the policy they stem from should help preserving
systemic relations where they are in good order, improving them where they
are disturbed, and stimulating them where growth is still possible. Providing
care to each other thus can remain in balance.

-What are the views of family caregivers on how care responsibility should
be divided among the government, citizens and health insurers and is there a
relationship between those views and their perceived stress and joy?In chapter 4, we asked family caregivers about their opinion on division of care
responsibility between the government, family caregivers, clients, and health
insurers. We investigated whether different clusters of respondents could
be distinguished -using Latent Cluster Analysis- and what the relation is with
perceived stressandjoyand with several backgroundcharacteristics.Threeclusters
of respondents could be distinguished: a 'caringtogether', a 'caring individually',

and a 'government-responsible caring' cluster. Family caregivers in cluster 1
attach great importance to both governmental responsibility and individual
responsibility. Familycaregivers who belongto cluster 2 wantthemselvestotake
full responsibility forcaregiving, and caregivers in cluster 3 wantthegovernment
to take most of the responsibility for caregiving. Unemployed caregivers and
caregivers with lower educational attainment have a higher chance to belongto
the 'caring individually' cluster and this group has relatively more self-reported
stress. Policymakers and professionals should bear these three clusters in mind
when developing care policy and care guiding practice.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Het hart van de zorg tussen familieleden is daar waar de zorg gegeven wordt,
waar familieleden elkaarontmoeten en vragen, problemen en wensen hebben.
Die zogenoemde mantelzorgers zijn in toenemende mate zelf verantwoordelijk
voor hun zorg. De toegenomen zorgverantwoordelijkheid is een gevolg van de
veranderende samenleving. Deze zorgverantwoordelijkheid heeft gevolgen
voor de praktijk waarin mantelzorgers en zorgvragers elkaar ontmoeten. In
veel situaties gaat het goed met mantelzorgers die langdurig en intensief voor
hun zieke familieleden zorgen, zij ervaren zorgvreugde. Maar mantelzorgers
raken ook overbelast: psychisch, sociaal, financieel en fysiek. Mantelzorg en
zorgverantwoordelijkheid zijn de centrale thema's van dit proefschrift. De

eerste twee hoofdstukken staan in het teken van een theoretische exercitie
over zorgverantwoordelijkheid in relatie tot mantelzorg en in de andere twee
hoofdstukken staat empirisch onderzoek naar zorgverantwoordelijkheid van
mantelzorgers centraal. Het proefschrift wordt afgesloten met een reflectie op

de onderzoeksresultaten en vier instrumenten voor het beleid, het onderwijs

en de praktijk in de gezondheidszorg.
-Wat is 'mantelzorg' precies en wat is de plaats van mantelzorg in relatie tot de
formele zorg en de informele zorg?In het eerste hoofdstuk worden verschillende definities van mantelzorg met
elkaar vergeleken en wordt de volgende definitie van mantelzorg voorgesteld:

langdurige, intensieve en niet-georganiseerde zorg die niet in het kader van een
hulpverlenend beroep wordt gegeven aan zorgvragerdooreenof meer leden uit
diens omgeving, waarbij de zorgverlening rechtstreeks voortvloeit uitde sociale
relatie'. Met behulp van deze definitie worden mantelzorg, vrijwilligerswerk
en zelfhulp van elkaar onderscheiden. Alle drie de vormen hebben een eigen

positie in de informele zorg en zijn complementair.
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-Waarom zorgen burgers voor elkaar en in hoeverre is een liberale overheid
verantwoordelijk voor de gezondheidszorg?
Hoofdstuk 2 is gericht op het proces van vermaatschappelijking. Vermaat-

schappelijking van de zorg verwijst naar de toenemende verantwoordelijkheid
van burgers om voor hun zieke of gehandicapte mede burgers te zorgen.
Overheden in West-Europa ontwikkelen steeds vaker beleid gericht op de

vermaatschappelijking van de zorg. Dit hoofdstuk bediscussieert de zorgverantwoordelijkheid van individuen aan de hand van de visies van def losofen
Buber, Levinas en Ricoeur en aan de hand van de visie van gezinstherapeut
Boszormenyi-Nagy. De zorgverantwoordelijkheid van de overheid wordt
bediscussieerd aan hand van de visies van de politieke filosofen Rawls en
Daniels en deze standpunten worden gerelateerd aan neoliberale, linksliberale en christendemocratische uitgangspunten ten aanzien van zorgverantwoordelijkheid van de overheid. De discussies over individuele

zorgverantwoordelijkheid en overde zorgverantwoordelijkheid van de overheid
leiden tot de onderstaande vier criteria voor een rechtvaardig proces van
vermaatschappelijking. In een dergelijk proces:
i hebben individuen ruimte om voor hun naasten te zorgen, gebaseerd op
de opvatting dat het verlenen van zorg deel uitmaakt van een betekenisvol
leven;
2

neemtde overheid maatregelen om ervoorte zorgen dat mantelzorgers niet

overbelast raken;
3 wordt de gezondheidszorg opgevat als een primair goed wat met zich
meebrengt dat overheden zorginstellingen bekostigen;
4 dragen overheden bij aan het herstel van zorgvragers zodat ze weer als vrije
en gelijke burgers in de samenleving participeren en zorgen overheden er
ook voor dat zorgvragers die nooit meer als vrije en gelijke burgers aan de

samenleving kunnen deelnemen, zorg ontvangen;
Uit de toepassing van deze vier criteria op verschillend gezondheidszorgbeleid
wordt uiteindelijk een beleid voorgesteld waarin de overheid cliinten
stimuleert om de eigen zorg te regelen. Echter wanneer clidnten die zorg niet
zelf kunnen of willen regelen dan zal de overheid hen in zorg voorzien. We
bekijken nauwkeurig enkele overheidsmaatregelen die zijn voortgekomen uit
de onlangs vernieuwde Nederlandse gezondheidszorg en we bediscussiifren in
hoeverre deze maatregelen voldoen aan de vier criteria voor een rechtvaardige

vermaatschappelijking van de zorg.
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-Wat motiveert mantelzorgers om langdurig voor hun naasten te zorgen en is er
een relatietussen wat mantelzorgers motiveert om langdurig voor hun naasten te
zorgen en hun ervaren zorgstress en/Of zorgvreugde bij het verlenen van zorg?Hoofdstuk 3 gaat dieper in op de vraag waarom mantelzorgers langdurig en

intensief voor hun naasten zorgen. We hebben mantelzorgers gevraagd om
12 verschillende zorgmotieven te rangschikken. De motieven komen voort uit
de visies van drie wijsgerige antropologen (Buber, Levinas en Ricoeur) en uit
de methodiek van een gezinstherapeut (Boszormenyi-Nagy). We bekijken of
de keuze voor bepaalde zorgmotieven samenhangt met ervaren zorgstress en
zorgvreugde van mantelzorgersen metenkele van hun achtergrondkenmerken.
Motieven die gericht zijn op gevoelens van verantwoordelijkheid voor de
zorgontvanger en waarin de relatie met de zorgontvanger hoog gewaardeerd
wordt, worden vaker door mantelzorgers als eerste gekozen dan motieven
die zijn afgeleid van plichtgevoelens, individuele verlangens of een algemeen
gevoel van geluk. Uit de analyse van de volledige ordening van motieven blijkt
dat twee groepen mantelzorgers van elkaar kunnen worden onderscheiden:
een groep met gemengde zorgmotieven en een groep met motieven gericht
op wederkerige en gelijkwaardige relaties. De laatste groep bestaat vooral uit
vrouwen die voor een partner of een kind zorgen. De eerste groep ervaart een
sterke mate van stress. Op basis van de resultaten wordt een systeemgerichte
aanpak voorgesteld bij het ondersteunen van mantelzorgers, gericht op
de relatie tussen de mantelzorger en de zorgontvanger. Bovendien kan via
een systeemgerichte aanpak voorkomen worden dat er een nieuwe groep
zorgvragers ontstaat: de mantelzorgers. In een samenleving waarin de
zorgverantwoordelijkheid in toenemende mate in de handen van de burger
zelf komt te liggen, is het buitengewoon belangrijk om de grenzen aan
zorgverantwoordelijkheid van mantelzorgers te bewaken en de draagkracht
van de mantelzorgers te waarborgen. Ondersteuningsprogramma's en het
beleid datdaaraantengrondslag ligt kunnen bijdragen aan hetin stand houden
van relaties tussen mantelzorgers en zorgvragers wanneer ze goed zijn, het
verbeteren van die relaties wanneer zij verstoord zijn, en het stimuleren van die
relaties wanneer groei nog mogelijk is. Via die weg is er evenwicht tussen zorg

verlenen en zorg ontvangen.
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-Welke mening hebben mantelzorgers over de verdeling van zorgverantwoordelijkheid tussen mantelzorgers, clienten, zorgverzekeraars en overheden

en is er een relatie tussen de visie van de mantelzorgers over de verdeling van
zorgverantwoordelijkheid en hun ervaren zorgstress en/Of zorgvreugde?Hoofdstuk 4 staat in het teken van de visie van mantelzorgers over de verdeling
van zorgverantwoordelijkheid tussen overheid, mantelzorgers, cliinten en

zorgverzekeraars. Er is aan de hand van Latente Cluster Analyse onderzocht
of er verschillende clusters van mantelzorgers van elkaar kunnen worden

onderscheidenenofereen relatieistussen hetbehorentoteenclusterenervaren
zorgstress en/of zorgvreugde en diverse achtergrondkenmerken. Drie clusters

van mantelzorgers zijn vanelkaarteonderscheiden:'samen zorgen';'individueel
zorgen' en 'overheden zorgen'. Mantelzorgers uit cluster 1 hebben zowel een

grote voorkeur voor overheidszorgverantwoordelijkheid als voor individuele
zorgverantwoordelijkheid. Mantelzorgers uit cluster 2 willen bijna geheel zelf

verantwoordelijkheid zijn voor de zorg en mantelzorgers uit het derde cluster
hebbeneen voorkeu rvooreen hoge mateva n overheidszorgverantwoordelijkheid.
Niet werkende mantelzorgers en mantelzorgers met een laag opleidingsniveau
hebben meerkansomtotcluster 2 (individueel zorgen) te behoren en ditcluster
heefteen grotere kansopervaren zorgstress. Beleidsmakersen beroepskrachten
zouden deze drie clusters als uitgangspunt kunnen nemen wanneer zij een
aanpak ontwikkelen voor mantelzorgondersteuning.
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Vragenlijst

VRAGENLUST
a) INDIVIDUELE ZORGVERANTWOORDELIJKHEID VAN MANTELZORGERS
b) VERDELING ZORGVERANTWOORDELIJKHEID TUSSEN OVERHEID
EN MANTELZORGERS

Universiteit van Tilburg
Onderzoeksprogramma TRANZO
Mw. drs. D.M. Beneken genaamd Kolmer
Postbus 90153 5000 LE TILBURG
E-mail: D.M.Beneken@uvt.nl

Deelname aan dit onderzoek is vertrouwelijk en anoniem.
Individuele gegevens worden aan niemand meegedeeld.
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Geachte mevrouw, meneer,
We willen u vragen deze vragenlijst in te vullen. De vragen hebben betrekking op uw
ideean en ervaringen betreffende de mantelzorg die u verleent (verleend heeft). We
zijn geinteresseerd in de zorgverantwoordelijkheid die mantelzorgers al dan niet ervaren bij het langdurig en intensief verzorgen van hun zieke familieleden. Daarnaast
willen we graag weten hoe u denkt over de verdeling van zorgverantwoordelijkheid
tussen overheid en mantelzorgers.
Er zijn geen 'goede' of 'foute' antwoorden: het is uw mening die telt.
Het beantwoorden van de vragen neemt ongeveer een kwartier in beslag.
U geeft uw antwoord aan op de volgende wijze:

Voorbeelden:
Bent u een man of vrouw?
U kruist het goede antwoord aan op de volgende wijze als u een vrouw bent:
OR Vrouw

0 Man
Hoe tevreden bent u
op dit moment met:

A
Indien

Zeer

Tamelijk

Tamelijk

Zeer

tevreden

tevreden

ontevreden

ontevreden

Uw gezondheid

X

vragen of opmerkingen heeft over deze vragenlijst of indien u meer informatie wenst over dit onderzoek, aarzel niet om contact op te nemen met:
u

Deirdre Beneken genaamd Kolmer
Universiteit van Tilburg
Onderzoeksprogramma TRANZO
Tel: 013-4663164
Postbus 90153

5000 LE Tilburg
D.M.Beneken@uvt.nl

Alvast hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking!
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1. ACHTERGRONDINFORMATIE MET BETREKKING TOT MANTELZORG

1. Aan wie verleent u mantelzorg? (Wanneer u voor meerdere mensen zorgt,
vult u de persoon in voor wie u het meest intensief zorgt)

0 Partner
0 Ouder (vader/moeder)
0 Kind
0 Ander familielid (oma/opa, tante/oom)
0 Andere sociale relatie (vriend(in)/buurman/buurvrouw)
2. Hoe lang zorgt u voor uw naaste?
O 0 maanden - 3 maanden

0
0
0
O
O

3 maanden - 1 jaar
1 jaar - 3 jaar
3 jaar - 5 jaar
5 jaar - 10 jaar
langer dan 10 jaar
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11.

INDIVIDUELE ZORGVERANTWOORDELIJKHEID

3. Sommigen van u zorgen voor uw man of vrouw, sommigen voor uw vader
of moeder, of voor een volwassen kind. We spreken hieronder steeds van 'familielid' en van 'haar' maar we bedoelen steeds: de persoon voor wie 0 zorgt.
Als u aan meer dan ddn persoon mantelzorg geeft, neem dan bij de vragen
hieronder dat familielid in gedachten waar u de meeste zorg aan geeft.
Hieronder staan 12 redenen (A t/m L) waarom mensen voor elkaar zorgen. Wilt u
deze redenen lezen en ze dan in een volgorde zetten: bovenaan de reden die het
meest op u van toepassing is en onderaan de reden die het minst op u van toepassing is. Graag alle redenen een plaats geven. Dat is voor het onderzoek heel
belangrijk!

Voorbeeld:

Wanneer u vooral voor uw familielid zorgt omdat u zich verantwoordelijk voor haar
voelt (A) dan zet u in de tabel op de volgende pagina de A. bovenaan. Bij reden L
graag opschrijven wat bij uw situatie past: La of Lb of Lc.
A. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat ik me verantwoordelijk voor haar voel
B. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat dat mij het gevoel geeft dat we samen een
relatie hebben: zij is er voor mij en ik ben er voor haar
C. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat de relatie die ik met haar heb heel belangrijk is
in mijn leven

D. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat we een band hebben en ik me daardoor
verplicht voel om voor haar te zorgen
E. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat zorgen voor anderen je leven zin geeft
F. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat ik voel dat ik daardoor een goed mens ben
G. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat ik misschien later ook wei ziek word en dan
ben ik ook blij als een familielid voor mij zorgt
H. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat haar afhankelijkheid me raakt
(iets met me doet)
1. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat zij in het verleden al heel veel voor mij
heeft gedaan
J. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat ik het fijn vind dat ik leef en daarom ook graag
iets voor anderen wil doen
K. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat ik veel kan terugdoen voor haar, en ik vind het
niet erg dat zij misschien niet zo veel kan terugdoen
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L. Ik zorg voor mijn familielid omdat ik me verplicht voel voor haar te zorgen
a) omdat zij mij op de wereld heeft gezet (als u zorgt voor uw vader of moeder)
b) omdat ik haar op de wereld heb gezet (als u zorgt voor uw kind)
c) omdat we familie zijn (als u zorgt voor een ander familielid dan een kind of
ouder)

De reden die voor u het meest van toepassing is zet u bovenaan. De reden die voor
u het minst van toepassing is zet u onderaan. U schrijft de letter van de reden (A t/m
L) in de tweede kolom hieronder.
Graag alle redenen een plaats geven. Dat is voor het onderzoek heel belangrijk!
1

Reden:

2

Reden:

3

Reden:

4

Reden:

5

Reden:

6

Reden:

7

Reden:

8

Reden:

9

Reden:

10

Reden:

11

Reden:

12

Reden:

4. We weten nu wat voor u de belangrijkste redenen zijn om te zorgen voor uw
familielid. Wat denkt u dat de belangrijkste redenen zijn van andere mantelzorgers om voor hun familielid te zorgen? Kies uit de redenen A t/m L de vijf
waarvan u denkt dat ze het belangrijkste zijn voor andere mantelzorgers en
zet deze in de kolom hieronder.
1

Reden:

2

Reden:

3

Reden:

4

Reden:

5

Reden:
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111. ZORGVREUGDE EN ZORGLAST

Hieronder in tabel 5 en 6 staan een aantal zorggebieden waarin mensen die ziek zijn
hulp nodig kunnen hebben. Wij willen graag de volgende 2 dingen weten:
1) of wanneer u die zorg geeft, uw gevoel van stress toeneemt.
2) en/of wanneer u die zorg geeft, uw gevoel van vreugde toeneemt.
Bijvoorbeeld: De persoonlijke verzorging van mijn familielid geeft mij veel stress,
maar ook een beetje plezier.
Voor iemand zorgen kan namelijk heel plezierig zijn, het kan je vreugde geven. Maar
soms levert het ook stress op. Wij willen graag weten hoe dat bij u is.
U zet per zorggebied een kruisje in een van de kolommen. Tabel 5 gaat over zorg en
stress en tabel 6 gaat over zorg en vreugde.

5. Gebieden van zorg

1

2

veel
stress

beetje
stress

3

4

geen

nvt

stress

1. regelen van praktische
zaken (administratie, invullen formulieren, bezoek

instellingen)
2. huishoudelijke hulp
(koken, boodschappen,
schoonmaken)
3. persoonlijke verzorging
(douchen, aan- en uitkle-

den, toiletgebruik)
4. persoonlijke begeleiding
(emotionele steun, toezicht
houden, gezellig maken)
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6. Gebieden van zorg

1
veel

vreugde

2
beetje
vreugde

3

4

geen

nvt

vreugde

1. regelen van praktische
zaken (administratie, invullen formulieren, bezoek

instellingen)
2. huishoudelijke hulp
(koken, boodschappen,
schoonmaken)
3. persoonlijke verzorging
(douchen, aan- en uitkleden, toiletgebruik)
4. persoonlijke begeleiding
(emotionele steun, toezicht
houden, gezellig maken)

7. Indien u een rapportcijfer zou moeten geven voor hoe tevreden u bent, alles
bij elkaar genomen, met uw situatie als mantelzorger, welk cijfer zou u dan
geven?
(1 = zeer ontevreden, 10 = zeer tevreden)

----------- Hier uw cijfer invullen
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IV. ROL VAN DE OVERHEID EN DE BURGER
Zorg wordt verleend door u, als privO-persoon. Maar de overheid helpt daarbij, bijvoorbeeld door het geven van ondersteuning aan mantelzorgers, of doordat

beroepskrachten een deel van de zorg op zich nemen: artsen, verpleegkundigen
etc. In elk land is dat weer anders geregeld. Hoe zou u graag zien dat het er in ons
land uitziet? Wat vindt u dat de overheid moet doen aan zorg, en wat vindt u dat
mensen zelf moeten doen aan zorg?
Er wordt hier gevraagd naar uw mening dus niet naar hoe de zorg op dit moment in
ons land geregeld is. Hieronder staan verschillende manieren aangegeven waarop
de zorg verdeeld kan worden tussen overheid, organisaties en prive-personen. We
willen graag weten hoe u zou willen dat de zorg in ons land verdeeld wordt.

8. In hoeverre bent u het
eens met de volgende
regelingen:

Helemaal

Tamelijk

Tamelijk

Helemaal

Helemaal

mee

mee

mee

mee

mee

eens

eens

oneens

oneens

oneens

De overheid voorziet
alle mensen van gratis
gezondheidszorg.
De overheid geeft mantelzorgers de kans om hun
familieleden te verzorgen
(via zorgverlof en mantelzorgondersteuning)
De overheid laat het aan

cliOnten over om hun zorg
te regelen
De overheid laat het aan
zorgverzekeraars en
clianten over om zorg te
regelen
De overheid verplicht
mantelzorgers om zorg
te verlenen (bijvoorbeeld
door bij een zorgindicatie er van uit te gaan dat
mantelzorgers bepaalde
zorgtaken uitvoeren)
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8. In hoeverre bent u het
eens met de volgende

regelingen:

Helemaal Tamelijk
mee
mee
eens

eens

Tamelijk

Helemaal

Helemaal

mee

mee

mee

oneens

oneens

oneens

De overheid laat het aan
clienten en mantelzor-

gers over om de zorg te
regelen
De overheid laat het aan
clienten, mantelzorgers
en zorgverzekeraars
over om zorg te regelen
De overheid verleent

geen gezondheidszorg
De overheid zorgt voor
voldoende professionele
zorg zodat mantelzorg
niet meer nodig is
De overheid zorgt voor
beperkte professionele
zorg zodat mantelzorg
nodig blijft
De overheid moet zich
nergens mee bemoeien
en 'zorg' overlaten aan
de 'vrije markt'
De overheid betaalt
mantelzorgers net zoals
beroepskrachten
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V. ALGEMENE ACHTERGRONDINFORMATIE

9. Hoe tevreden bent u
op dit moment met:

Zeer

Tamelijk

tevreden tevreden

Tamelijk

Zeer

onte-

onte-

vreden

vreden

Nvt

a) de steun uit uw sociale
netwerk
b) uw gezondheid / lichamelijke conditie
c) uw financiale situatie
d) uw gevoel van eigenwaarde

10. Wat is uw leeftijd?

11. Bent u man of vrouw?

iaar

0 vrouw
0 man

12. Wat is uw hoogst afgeronde opleiding
(of opleiding van vergelijkbaar niveau)?
0 Geen
(1 HAVO
0 Lager onderwijs
0 VWO

0 VBO

0·

0 MAVO

0 WO (Universiteit)

0 MBO

0 Anders, nl..................

HBO (Hoger Beroepsonderwijs)

13. Wat is uw positie ten opzichte van de arbeidsmarkt?
0 Werkend (in loondienst)

0 Zelfstandige
0 Werkzoekend
0 Scholier / student
0 Niet werkend / niet zelfstandig / niet werkzoekend
0 Arbeidsongeschikt / tijdelijk in ziektewet
0 Anders, nl...............
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14. In welke gemeente woont u?

0 Tilburg
0 Goirle
0 Hilvarenbeek
0 Rijen
0 Loon op Zand
0 Heusden
0 Oisterwijk
0 Dongen
0 Waalwijk
0 Anders, nl.
15. Kunt u ongeveer aangeven hoe hoog het netto maandinkomen is
van het huishouden waartoe u behoort?
O netto minder dan 1000 euro per maand
O netto 1000 tot 2000 euro per maand
O netto meer dan 2000 euro per maand

Hartelijk dank voor het invullen van deze vragenlijst!
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